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unloading since the tiegiuning of the
revolution.
Mexico tried to place a new loan
in Germany in June, but the Prusa an
minister of finance prohibited it from
being listed on the Bourse, and the
banks concerned dropped the nego
tiations.
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across the boundary here today by
Sonora state officials and promptly
arrested; by Sheriff Adams on a
charge of cattle stealing. Four alleged accomplices of Rich are under
arrest. It is charged that they stole
a large band of thoroughbred stock,
which they were planning to ship into
Mexico to cell to constitutionalist MANY
,
forces.
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America Will Refuse
FORT BLISS, WHERE THEY
Wasbington, Jan. 14 To grant
the request of General Blanqnet, MexWILL BE DETAINED
ican minister of war, for the return
Mexico of General Mercado and
to
Mexico City, Jan. 14. A formal refederal troops who crossed to
the
quest for the return to Mexico of Texas from Ojiriaga, officials pointed
General Salvador Mercado, who comout today, would violate the neutralmanded the federal troops at Ojin-agity laws.
together with his comrades who
crossed Into American territory, la
A Battle at Las Vegas
to he made to the United States govTex., Jan. 14 Mexican
El
Paso,
ernment by General Aureliano Blan-questationed at Las Vegas,
federal
troop
Mexican minister of war, acDel
Rio, Tex., hava been
opposite
cording to an announcement by him surrounded by rebels, and an attack
today.
is momentarily
expected, according
General Huerta's Decree
to reports today to the United States
Provisional President Huerta's deborder patrol. Tbe federal garrison is
cree suspending the payment of insmall.
terest for several months on bonds
of the internal and external debt of
Mexican Shares Fall
Mexico is as follows.
Jan. 14. Mexican National
Paris,
"In view of the abnormal circum-stance- s
which closed yesterday
bank
shares,
in which the country is plac493 francs, fell on the Bourse to
at
ed its ordinary income is not enough 470
francs on the news of the susto cover the expense occasioned by
of interest payment by the
pension
the work of pacifying the nation, Mexican
government.
and in view of the fact that it will
The shares then recovered, closing
exthese
to
continue
be necessary
at 483 francs. There were no transpenses until the result promised by action in Mexican 4 per cents.
tie government has been accomplished, the legislative by virtue, of the
authorisation ; conceded by . congress COLD WEATHEB 3EC0SDS
last December (the authorization to
direct the affairs of the departments
of war, finance and the interior), FOR YEAS ARE BROKEN
gives the following:
"Article 1. There ts suspended for
BIG
REPORTS
six months the service of the nation- NEW ENGLAND
-REACHED
HAS
BLIZZARD
al debt, with tbe understanding that
ITS BOUNDARIES
the sums which during this time shall
become due, will draw interest at
the same rate as the obligations to Albany, N. Y.j Jan. 14 Cold weather records for the winter were broken
which, they correspond.
here today when the mercury sank
the
of
2.
From the date
"Article
cus- to 10 below zero.
decree
this
the
of
promulgation
At Watertpwu the temperature
toms duties' will be paid In cash to
22 below, and at Middletown
touched
officers."
federal
the respective
23 below.
Northville, N. Y., reported
All trains here from New
40
below.
i
Camps for Refugees
were
from three to four hours
York
14.
Four
Jan.
Tex.,
Presidio,
latecamps, each provided withj 15,000
pounds of rations, were established
Vermont the coldest Place
today along the 67 mues of mountain
Jan. 14. The crest of tbe
Boston,
to
road from Presidio
Marfa, Tex.,
wave passed over
for the relief of the Mexican soldiers season's first cold
New
today, when the
early
England
and other refugees from Ojinaga who
were made.
'
records
lowest
winter's
of
to
are
bo taken under guard
New England
in
coldest
The
point
United States troops, to Fort Bliss,
28 befow
at El Paso. It is estimated that it waa Northfield, Vt, where
was
Nantucket
was
zero
registered.
will cost the American government
minimum of 2
a
with
warmest
the
more than $1,500 a day to care for the
below.
3,352 Mexican soldiers, the 1,06? worn-eTbe northwest gale continued torefugees and the 300 children,
with lessened velocity.
A part of the refugees already have day, but
left Presidio, but not all of them will
West Is Warming Up
have departed until Friday! They
'Jan. 14. The cold
Washington,
arrive'
at Marfa next Tuesday or
will
wave, lingered east of the Allegheny
Wednesday.
mountains today with a parting freez
Major McNameo in command of the
blast over the middle-Atlantiborder patrol here asked General ing
states
and New England, but to the
Mercado whether the women would
westward
temperatures were rising
ibe able to make the journey afoot.
in some places were
and
Mercado replied that the women were steadily
seasonable average.
the
above
again
the wives of soldiers, and were hardy
the bitter cold of the
The
of
last
to
endure fatigue.. Wagons
and able
is predicted for the east
have been .provided, however, to pick present snap
but
Thursday the mercury
tonight,
up any who are unable to make the Is
to
rise all along the line
expected
march.
with fair skies everywhere except
in the lake regions, where snows are
Europe Threatens Intervention
probable.
Berlin, Jan. 14 The suspension of
General rains and snows have set
'
Interest payments on the national in on the Pacific coast, but elsewhere
debt by the) Mexican
government the weather is pleasant and steadily
caused a heavy drop in Mexican growing warmer.
bonds on the Bourse bere today. Four
per cents led with a decline of 6
Seven Freeze in New York
points. Several banners cabled to
New
five beYork, Jan.
the Mexican government, asking for
an explanation, but received no re- low zero at 2 a. m. the lowest
recorded here in 15 years,
ply.
climbed slowly upward
the
mercury
The newspapers express the opinion that tbe situation cans for inter- In New York and vicinity today,
vention by the European powers.
reaching six above an hour before
noon. The backbone of the cold
are
Mexican
bonds
all
the
Nearly
listed in Germany, where the hold- ppell appeared to be broken. The
ings are very large, and particularly death list in the greater city due to
iu tbe south, but there has been much the cold was seven.
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CITY EDITION.

ERUPTION GROWS

parliament from the
iower provinces, as well
i Ontario and Quebec,
in the capital In
g
of the session
e opening will be ac- the customary military
tbe igalleriea of both
robably be filled with
j throngs of spectators, PRACTICALLY ALL THE DAMAGE
caking a very interest-kwke- d
FROM BIG VOLCANO HAS
d
for. The
BEEN DONE
calls for leglsla-vtthe railways,
and shipping, LOSS OF
LIFEJOT KNOWN
ents to the criminal
.I service act
Aside
,ar government program, IT IS BELIEVED, HOWEVER, THAT
d likely there will be
THE TOTAL WILL REACH
iriff discussion.
THOUSANDS

which threw a cloud of ashes over
Matsuinoto, but did no serious dam-

HTML

age.

1

LAW

The eruption of Sakura-Jimis
gradually subsiding. A heavy rainfall i clearing the atmosphere and
thereby assisting the work of relief.
The entire island of Kiushiu, an
area of 3,000 square miles, is cover-ea witn volcanic asnes in varying
'
depths.
Prominent scientists' declared au DRASTIC ACTION IS TAKEN TO
thoritativeiy tonight that the worst
STOP SOUTh- - AFRICAN
is over, and added the calming asi
STRIKE
surance that the breaking out of the
volcanoes has served as a vent for
an acute subterranean activity and TEE
ISSUE
IS
ELEAEEB
has probably saved tne country from
even more disastrous earthquakes.
At Kamumoto, nortn of Kagoshima, THE FIGHT IS BETWEEN TH
over 1,000 refugees have arrived and
STATE AND THE SYN- the authorities are faced with the
DICATIVES
difficulty of housing and feeding the'
sufferers from the disaster the whole
INVOLVE!
OPENING tragedy of which nas not yet been
a

LESS ACTIVE

pro-aste-

h

ASSIST

CRATERS
NEW
DEW MUST EXPLAIN
San Franc; o, Jan. 14, A city de--r
Denver today, where SAKURA-JIMWIRELESS SUMMONS BIG LINERS tective left I
MOUNTAIN'S SHAPE
he will take Into custody John F.
AND REVENUE CUTTERS TO
BY THE GREAT
CHANGED
Dew, under i "st there, and wanted
SAVE LIVES
DISTURBANCE
v
ansv
a charge of obtaining
here to
A. Johnson by repre-a- s
$300 from V
Yarmouth, N. S., Jan. li. The senting him,.
Adolphus Busch
Jan. 14. Official reports
Toklo,
Royal Mail Packer company's steam Ill, a grand::
of the late million-He- where volcanic eruptions and earther Cobequid was sighted aground on aire brewer,
also made friends quakes have caused heavy loss of life
Trinity Ledges near here when the who were de
."! in' Los Angeles.
and property, are that the eruption of
fog lifted today. The greater part
which
the volcano of Sakura-Jima- ,
of the steamer's hurt is atiove water
has caused the most devastation, is
and it is believed that those on board
'
abating.
are safe.
Just bow heavy has been the loss of
The Cobequid was first sighted by WILSON WILL NOT
life cannot yet be estimated. Sakura,
a fisherman who lives near- the
where the greatest loss of life unledges.
NATION doubtedly occurred,
cannot be visited
The government steamer Lady UPSET
because the eruption" of SalAtra-Jim- a
Luroier, which was within 20 miles
continues. of the scene at 4 o'clock, was notified
and is speeding to the Cobequid. Ra- HIS MESSAGE ON TRUST LEGISKagoshima, the nearest big city to
LATION WILL BE REASSURdiograms, were also sent out from. St.
while it suffered great damSakura,
SAID
ING, IT-IJohn ordering all steamers that could
from
the earthquakes, does not
age
s
be reached to hasten to the
to have sustained a great loss
apear
Washington, Jan. 14. I'resident
assistance. .The steamer John
H. Ijuin, former Japanese
of life.
L. Cann was sent out from the west Wilson .conferred today with congresminister to China, who lives at Kagtrust
on
He
sional
leaders
legislation.
port and a tug was dispatched from
talked in the t.;rnoou with Chair- oshima, sent a dispatch to the foreign
here.
office In which he said that ten perThe Trinity Ledges, on whicb tbe man Kewlauds ;ui1 democrats of the
sons have been killed and 30 injured
Cobequid stranded, are a collection senate interstate .commerce commitHo also stated that great conthere.
of jagged rocks on the eastern side tee, and reserved the late afternoon
fusion
in the cfty.
prevailed
Chairconferencea
second
with
for
entrance
to
of the
the Bay of Fundy
All
in the' vicinity are
Americans
and ten miles north of this port. man Clajton and democrats of the
Word
'
iintf-poto
this
effect was re
safe.
house
'
off
Is
They are more than five miles
t6 the laiu i i.. luuuitc rtit'pfeCTtveir imnrrroiuCvij-ithe regular 'coursa arid the Cobequid
is supposed to have been carried to dent had given a preliminary outline the American consul at Nagasaki.
of the ideas before congress recessed Vivid Description of the Disturbance
them by the westerly gale.
Nagasaki, Japan, Jan. 14. A vivid
The ledges are ordinarily indicated three weeks ago. Today the presiscene
was
dent
of the
the
with
to
discusa
description!
on
Shoal,
Lurcher
prepared
the
lighthouse
by
ten miles southwest, but tbq light two committees, which will be in on the Island of Sakura during the
could hardly have been picked- - up charge of trust legislation, specific eruption and tidal wave of Monday,
was given today by the captain of a
points in his program.
during yesterday's snow storm.
It was said today that the presi- Japanese steamer which arrived here
At 3:30 o'clock this afternoon the
revenue cutter Woodbury received a dent's forthcoming message satisfied from Kagoshima, The captain res'
radio from the steamer Calvin Austin, the trust views of every member of cued 300 persons. ''
giving tbe position of the Cobequid.' the cabinet, and that those members
"It was perilous to approach the
It was expected that the Woodbury in close touch with the business world land," he said, "as columns of water
would reach the Cobequid in about believe the industry of the country burst up continually from the gulf,
will find reassurance in it.
three hours.
while on land pillars of fire rose into
He Wants, Early Action
the air from the acres of' blazing
Members of the eenate committee,
4 "S. O. S." Call Heard
cane. At the same time peosugar
conference with the
St. John, N. B., Jan. 14. The faint after a two-hotoward
and cattle ran
ple
his
purr of an "S. O. S." call from the president, said he had read them
the beach in a wild effort to. escape.
diBcussed many of Its
missing steamer Cobequid was picked message and
"The steamers In the gulf lowered
at
Some of the 'sena
details
length.
of
up at several points in the Bay
rowboats to picki up the hundreds of
no.
tors had
doubt that an Interstate
Fundy at 10 o'clock today and reviv
people who were drifting helplessly
ed hope for the safety of the vessel trade commission with limited, powers on rafts or swimming while holding
to assist the courtB in carrying out
and the 120 persons on board.
on to planks or pieces of timber. All
Tbe wlrelesa was not sufficiently decrees of dissolution would be cre were uttering piteous cries.
ated.
strong or continuous to give the lo"Hundreds stood along the shore,
They all appeared certain, too, that
cation- of the vessel, but indicated
unable
to find any means, of escape,
;,
interlocking
prohibiting
that she .had ''survived a tempestous legislation
Some of them waved towels and
would
directorates
be
'
put
through,
a
night and that there was still
in clothing attached to bamboo poles, in
chance for her passengers and crew. that penalties 'would be imposed
on Individuals and that order to attract attention. Many of
case
every
The Canada Northern liner, Royal
would be distinctly the people were' only half conscious,
George, caught the cry of distress personal guilt
fixed.
suffering from burns or injuries.
three times and heard the steamer
The main point in the discussion ' "Detachments of ambulance men,
Lady Laurier replying,' asking fpr the
was the extent to which the Sher (police and troopa from Kagoshima
man law should be be supplanted. worked like mad men In the mission
(Continued on Page Four)
The president is understood to have of rescue."
An official dispatch from Miyanojo
pointed out that it was necessary to
relieve all doubt as to what consti- says that another volcano, located at
:!1i.
tutes a restraint of trade, believing Kirishlma, to the northeast of KagTODAY IN CONGRESS.
that public sentiment no longer was oshima, broke out into eruption on
that restraints of trade could be January 12, throwing the vicinity in
reasonable.
to complete darkness. Ashes felt to
Washington, Jan. 14. Senate: Met
The president, it was said, seemed the depth of an inch in the surround'
at noon.
to think that it would be well to log dis!iri;c
but no great damage
Democrats of the interstate com
concentrate the attention of congress was done,
merce committee went to the Whit
on the trust legislation, eo as to have
Official reports tonight of tbe dis
House to discuss the trust question
It out of the way by June,
aster
in southern Japan brought out
with President Wilson.
the following general features:
No Radicalism
Elections committee took up the
The small Island of Sakura is covLee and Glass senatorial cases.
Tbe president also, it was said,
Debate resumed on the Alaskan laid empliasis on the spirit with ered with a layer of lava and ashes,
.
('
railroad bill.
which the task should be approached, in places several feet deep. Beneath
this lie many dead, the number of
in
for
resolution
Ashurst's
Senator
contending that since big business
vestigation of the Michigan copper was manifesting a disposition to con- which will probably never be known.
Any estimate of the dead must instrike was referred to the labor com form to "the spirit of the times," it
mittee:
was desirable to treat the problem clude a large number of refugees,
House: Met at noon.
with a feeling of friendliness and who were drowned while trying to
Moudel
introduced
rather than of radical swim from Sakura to the city of
Representative
,
a bill for leasing of coal lands in antagonism. Mr. Wilson is said to Kagoshima.
week
a
last
prosperous
of
Kagoshima,
trust
bis
the
and
wish
indicated
that
Alaska,
have
general subject
isin ruins. Even stone
Alaska legislation was debated.
legislation be kept within a well de- town of 60,000
Subcommittee of the judiciary com fined scope, and some of the senators buildUiRa collapsed under the weight
mittee debated what should be done said afterwards that while- there of tbe hot ashes.
eruption
In the case of Representative McDerSimultaneously with th
tiiinbt be various bills' drafted they
there
mott, who figured In the disclosures would follow tbe linos the president of the volcano of Sakura-Jiman eruption of Karigatako,
occurred
of the lobby investigation.
out
today.
pointed
'
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No Place for Criminals
Nogales, Ariz., Jan. 14. Northern
IS PERCHED
Mexico, under constitutionalist rule, THE VESSEL
is not to become a refuge for AmeriROCKS IN A PRECARIOUS
can fugitives from justice. Frank E.
POSITION
Rich, former manager of a diary
near Phoenix, Ariz., was deported
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The city of Tokio and surrounding
SYMPATHETIC WALKOUTS
ARC
500 miles from
BE
TO
CALLED
ALL
OVER
the volcanic disturbances, has been
THE COLONY
swept for the last 24 hours by miniature cyclones, filling tbe city with
clouds of dust and sand and creating
Cape Town, Union of South Africa.
the belief the capital was feeling Jan. 14. Tbe proclamation of marsome of tbe effects of the distant tial law
throughout the Union of
eruptions. A feeling or relief pre- South Africa, in response to the dec
vailed tonight when the wind died laration of a
general strike by
down.
of Trade, is regarded &
Dispatches showed that animals making the issue a clear one beand birds to the south of Satsuma tween the state and the
syndicate vea,.
were suffering from abnormal un- who have
adopted a system of
easiness for several days prior to tbe rganized
sympathetic strikes.
disturbance at Kagoshima,
Tbe origin of the dispute taa rail
The famine in tlio northern part road, men's
protest against tba
of Japan, continued to give the govof retrenchment
introduced
ernment much alarm and relief meas- their
employers has been lost i'
ures on a tremendous scale will be of in the
great sympathetic labor war
necessary.
which has ' brought the trade anci
commerce of the colony to a tstand
New Craters Opening
Miyasaki, 'japan, Jan. 14. A party
The drastic 'character of tbe regu
of refugees from the stricken island lations which came Into effect witli
of Sakura, In tbe gulf of Kagoshima, tbe
proclamation of martial law crearrived hera today. They reported ated considerable
surprisi?.
that the inhabitants of 300 houses
composing the village of Seto on that
Island lost their way in trying to
Officials. Defy Officers
reach the seashore, and probably all
perished. Tbe refugees declared that
Johannesburg, Union of South Af
hundreds were drowned in trytng to rica, Jan. 14- - Secretary Bala' Of t',
ftra "fiercer iiVe"GtIf t;f Ease chJina. Fede'rat'.oa
A'radus '.and a h&ui ;
comrades hava e
They add that the volcano of Sakura- - irreconcilable
Jima has completely changed its form, trenched themselves in the Trad
several new craters having opened.
hall here and ara defying the polio,
to arrsst them.
Barricades of urniture, boxes ut
Suffering Is Indescribable
Hitoyoahi, Japan, Jan. 14 The dis- liquor cases block all tbe aproachew
aster at Kagoshima was almost In- and baffle the attempts of the poli
describable, declared Judge Urabe, a to reach those within. A detachment
refugee from that town who arrived of 30 policemen, which tried to raid
here today.
the hall this morning in order to ar
"On the evening of January 12 the rest Secretary Bain, was driven baclf
buildings in Kagoshima crumbled by a hall of missies fronl behind th
and fell," said the judge. "I saw ramparts. The entire area surround
men crushed to death, as they were
ing the hall has been cleared in order
fleeing from their houses.
to prevent supplies from reaching th
"All points to tbe north of Kagogarrison,
shima were crowded with dispairing
refugees as I passed through. Many
of these people were so stricken with
fear that they resembled clay figures. TPfl
women, begrimed with
Weeping
ashes, sraggled along, carrying infants in their arms, others werei
dragging with tbem the sick and
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"One nonogenarian on

the island of INTERESTING TAX SITUATION lr
CREATED BY THE COURT
Sakura refused to allow himself to
DECISION
to
die
ba rescued, sayin, he wished
on the sacred isle. He was, however,
Pueblo, Col., Jan. 14. That the city
forced along with , IJhe other fugitreasury of Pueblo will be richer
tives."
by $ 40,000' because ot tbe supreme
court
decision making legal the in
Wilson Extends Sympathy
crease In tax valuations for Colorado
14.
An
Jan.
Washington,
exchange was
announced bere today. The as
of .cablegrams between President Wilson and the emperor" of Japan over sessors had planned to cut the city
disaster" was mads levy in order to meet the propose!
the Sakura-Jim- a
President Wilson's Increase,
public today.
Investigation disclosed that tko oil
message, sent last night, was as folwas not in excess of the 15 per
levy
lows:
"To His Majesty, Emperor of Japan: cent permitted by law, however,
the levy will Bot be chanrred. Ttoia
"Having learned of the unprece
dented disaster that baa visited your procedure will bring thousands iido
hftm i t r: rr t
country through earthquake and tidal the treasurer's
,
for
Hr
appropriation.
by
assure
to
I
Your Majesty
wave,
beg
cannot
i
f.is
be
r.ti
r.pfd
and tbe Japanese people of my, deep
is said, and will brin? about aa
sympathy and that of tbe American it
t
, f5
question 'j b
people. (Signed) Woodrow Wilson."
sH.ion
can
made
of
it.
be
President Wilson received the fol$jwing reply toda.ij from Emperor
pirv,: mot r: t
Yoshi Hito:
"Pray accept my sincerest thanks
Harnsburf. pa., Jan. .11. a ra
for the' sympathetic message sent by tf Pioti' v!
i prt ,
iv , i
yourself and American people for the inp; tbe ojm )!
cf tl c
i
terrible disaster."
hi- - ir 1 t
part s I'mti il i Htc
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Scranton, Pa., Jan.

i n itiu il
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FIDIAM?
14.

The
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fro(n r"v

body of Robert Fidiam, prominent in
coal mining circles, was found in tb '
Green Ridge section today. The
brad was battered in arid the cir n
stsiuujs to rouriliT. He was
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stances point to murder.
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Women's Lingerie Waists

WOMEN'S READY

-

TO

Desirable Laces Reduced

WEAR GARMENTS

One lot of Laces including Torchons, Valenciennes and
Cotton Cluny in a variety of widths and patterns, both edges
and insertions, worth 5c to 12jc per yard, special for the sale,

One tot of women's Lingerie Waists including about twenty

17 Women's
11 Women's
5 Women's
12 Women's

all sizes,
styles, either high or low neck, long or short sleeves,
every garment neat, dainty and desirable, at

S1.00 Each

OUR

One lot including about

25

styles either high or low neck,

long or short sleeves, best of style, worth

.$2.98
4.98

STOCK

ENTIRE

OF WOMEN'S

per yard

7.89
9.98

Coats worth $16.00 to $19.50 for.
Coats worth $20.00 to $31.50 for

1b2 AT HALF

$2.50 Values For $1.75
'

Coats worth $7.00 to $9 50 for
Coats worth $10.00 to $15.00 for

One lot including Vals, Torchons, Plat Vals, German
Vals and Maltese laces, all widths and excellent patterns, worth
15c to 25c per yard, special,

AND MISSES SUITS

1--

PRICE

Only 10c

2

17

MISSES and CHILDREN'S COATS

2.50 each, special

Embroideries 7

l-2- c

1-- 2cf

One lot of Embroideries in good patterns and a variety of
widths, worth 12c to 1.7&C,

Special 7

$2.98 Each
Las Vegas'LeadingSiorG

Our entire stock of Muslin Underwear including Shirts,

Our entire Stock of Boy's Waists including a variety of
good styles, values from 50c to $1.00 special, your choice,

at
dainty styles, all good, desirable garments of best quality,

1-- 3

Now, 100 men eat
pounds a day, 4,500 pounds a
month, 27,000 pounds in, six months.
We had been obliged to carry all this
over 150 miles on men's heads or by
donkeys before it was available. To
keep the expedition in food I hired a
small herd of donkeys and kept it
constantly traveling between the hills
and the lower country.
"How the Cheringanl have main
tained the tribal life is a mystery.
Perhaps their preservation is chiefly
due to their poverty and their poison.
They are not owners of herds. Fourfifths of the fighting among tribes
has been about cattle. In their pois
on they have a very terrible weapon.
The making of it is a guarded secret
They trade the poison, to the sur
rounding tribes. From what I have
seen, one struck by poisoned arrows,
if the poison be freshly brewed, can
not fail to die almost instantly.
"The success of the expedition
must be largely credited to the work
of trackers chosen from the wild men
of the Cheringanl Dorobo. They had
little experience hunting with white
men previously, but gave us their
I have had in
steady
past years considerable experience of
trackers and trackers, but never before in Africa have I seen work done
comparable to that of the trackers
of the Cheringanl;'
Dr. Rainsford's report avoids details of his encounters, but photographs sent with it by him show the
sort of big game he encountered and
the sort of natives who tracked it for
The coveted black rhinoceros
him.
was one of his prizes. Another photograph shows a leopard, and one the
carcass of a Hon shot by him. He
has a group of cheetah cubh, or hunting leopards, which prey on antelope,
reedbuck and kudu, stalking the prey
with stealth and cunning preliminary
rush. This animal
to a lightning-lik- e
can outstrip the swiftest antelope for
a considerable distance. Another photograph, shows a bull buffalo head,
pig,
and still another a silver-hairea species rarely captured or photographed.
The expedition is now finished and
the captives will soon be mounted
and placed on exhibition in the

only he cag win the 'one thing hjj Is provide posho.
150

after.
After much study of the question
the Nzoia plateau, especially the Cher-ingahills, was choeen as our hunting ground, an area of 100 miles by 70
in extent and some 150 miles from the
railroad. This choice gave us as
companions and guides the warriors
of a little tribe, the Cheringi Dorobo,
poison hunters who have controlled
These very shy
HUNTERS EXTERMINATING MANY the land for ages.
natives agreed to come down from
WILD ANIMALS IN DARK
their mountain villages and serve the
CONTINENT
expedition sent out primarily for
black rhlnoceri in which the museum
New
York, Jan. 14 Dr. VV. S. was
lacking.
Rainsford, long rector of St, George's
Half a dozen real trackers were
church, Stuyvesant Square, who quit soon picked out among them. Three
preaching to become a hunter of big abreast where the .ground was open,
game, has made a report of the ex- they would follow the trail at a fast
pedition in Africa, of which he had walk, interpreting the rhino's brain
charge, for the purpose of acquiring less wanderings, which to other eyes
for the American Museum of Natural were invisible, and they would gain
History specimens of animals that knowledge as to where it would rest
are fast disappearing. The expedition The forest was bo dense at times that
set out none too soon, for the dom- we used some forty or fifty natives
inant note in Dr. Rainsford's report is as
signallers and beaters.
that the big game country is becom'The Cheringanl were cautious
ing denuded of its prizes through the when
following rhino. It is very easy
license system in British East Africa, to
shoot this animal in the open. In
craze
which permits any one with a
dense cover it is another matter, and
for destruction to buy the right to beaters and
trackers, I must confess,
indulge it with expert guides and spent much time
safely, if not usually,
modern deadly rifles.
up trees. When on the trail of bufHis report bears out the conclus- falo, which also are easily shot in the
ions of Dr. W. T. Hornaday, director open country, only a few of the bravof the zoo, that big game in East Af- est would go into the black hollows
rica outside the preserves is certain that hid the beasts, and, once a buf1o disappear 5n
the time falo was wounded, I had to go in with
that the same result was accomplish- them or no one would go.
ed in South Africa. For $250 any
"One of the great dtrnculties of
man may buy the right to kill 300 the
expedition was transportation of
head of hoofed and horned animals its
and heavy supplies. The allarge
of 43 species, not counting carnlver-ou- s tituderanges from a little over 4,000
animals that may also be killed. feet in the lower
parts to 10,500 feet
Dr. Hornaday quotes Arthur Jordan, where dense woodlands cover the
the hunter, as saying tha; the big summits of the hills. Impassable ragame will last another 15 years, vines and deep, swamp-edge- d
narrow
against millions of years that ,inture streams were met ' everywhere, and
required to develop it there. The made necessary considerable digging
bag limit, Dr. Hornaday thinks, should and rough bridging and
be reduced 75 per cent.
"Our usual method of transporta
Under these conditions Or. Ra'ns-for- d tion was by qx team. Sometimes as
oxen were put in
began his expedition. He had to many as thirty-twJad it into the jungle.
the iron chain that hauled our wagon.
"The ideal African hunter," says Almost two tons or line salt were
Dr. Rainsford in prefacing his report, necessary for the preparation of the
"should have the endurance of a man skins. A large tent in which many
under forty. Should have a copper- - men could work on the skins had to
lined stomach, and be Immune to be carried, also a great weight of
Chronic Constipation Cured
Climatic posho, the native's food of ground
tick, tset? and mosquito.
"Five years aso I had the worst
f(ii'li!ioii3 rhould mean nothing to meal. Our consumption of this was cape of chronic constipation T ever
knew of. and Chamberlain's Tablets
lm:i.
lie should prefer the border- about 2i pounds each day.
roe," writes S. F. Flan, Brook-lvn"The breaking up and ruin of ex- MiredMich.
land of a F'vrunp, or even Its jirtif-crou-s
For sale by 9ll dealers.
depibs. to the breezy upland, if peditions is often due to failure to Adv.
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Boy's $1.00 Waists for 25c

Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers and Combinations of new and

One Third Off

l-2-

One lot of Embroideries including an excellent variety cf
patterns, all widths, worth 20c to 50c, special, only 7 -- 2c

Muslin Underwear

1-- 3
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One lot of Embroideries including both edges and insertions, worth 7ic to 10c, for onl 3

Our entire stock of misses and children's coats marked to sell at $8.50 or less
an excellent variety of styles and colors, all sizes up to 14 years, at

$1.75 Each
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AMERICAN LEAGUE PLAYERS
SET THE OLD THEORY REGARDING BACKSTOPS

UP-

One of the ancient traditions of
baseball received a terrific jolt during the 1913 campaign in the American league. For many years managers have informed tie experts and
experts have imparted the Information to the public that it was absolutely necessary for a team that had
pennant aspirations to have a veteran catcher upon whom to rely, writes
Henry P. Edwards in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer. But this theory was
shattered by what actually happened
last year.
While there were a few veteran
catchers in the Ban Johnson circuit,
the youngsters were the ones who
carried off the honors. When the
writers were asked Ho pick
teams at the end of the campaign,
who were the backstops! so honored?
Wally Schang, Roy Schalk and Steve
O'Neill, each one, a mere kid com
pared with some of the other receiv
ers in fast company.
Schang' was only a bench warmer
because of a lame arm until the season was nearly half over. From then
on he caught the majority of the contests played by the Athletics. He
caught all but one of the world's
series battles and acquired fame
which will last a lifetfme. He established such a reputation for gameness
and all around ability that Connie
Mack, the shrewdest manager in tne
game, picked him in preference to
Ira Thomas, a veteran, and Jack
Lapp, who has had four years' experience in the big league.
Steve O'Neill was rated the Naps'
third catcher when the season started. Birmingham had counted on using Carisch and Land for the most
of the games.
Land was Injured.
Steve received his chance and when
Land got ready to catch he was allowed to go to Toledo. Steve had become the team's second catcher, and
It was not long before Fred Carisrh
had to 'admit "that the Minooka

9i

youngster was the Naps' mainstay,
behind the bat He not only performed meritoriously behind the bat but
he outbatted all the other receivers
in the circuit And he is, only 22
years old.
Two years ago a youngster reported for duty to Hughey Duffy in Milwaukee. Duffy told him to take a
glove and try the outfield. The kid
was a joke outfielder and Duffy called him In and told him so.
"I never claimed to be an outfielder," retorted the youth. "I am a
catcher."
"A fine catcher you would make,"
said Duffy. "You don't weigh more
than 140 pounds."
The youngster, however, persisted
and Duffy finally gave him a trial.
Before the season was over Chicago
had bought him for a big price. That
was how Ray Schalk, the premier
catcher of the White Sox, broke in.
He caught all but 30 of the games
played by Chicago during the 1913
campaign and took down a fielding
average of .981.

Many persons say that Washington
has the best catching staff in the
American league. Both of the receivers, Ainsmith and Henry, are comparative youngsters, having broken
into the game only rour years ago.
Agnew did the bulk of the backstop-pinfor the Browns and might have
worked in more than 105 games had
he not met with accidents. McKee,
a youngster, caught nearly half of
Detroit's games. Thus it happened
that the only veterans upon whom
much labor fell were Ed Sweeney of
New York, and Bill Carrigan of Boston, Carisch of the Naps and Stanag&
of Dettuit
It was different in the National
league. There the veteran bavcstops
were the stars, Chief Meywa and
Jimmy Aicher being rated the ibest.
in the older circuit Ivor Wingo, who
did the bulk of the receiving for the
Cardinals, has bad about a3 much
experience as Henry and Ainsmith of
Washington. Tom Clarke, the premier catcher of the Reds, and Killi-fe- r
of the Phillies are In the near- g
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Clean cotton rags

at

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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veteran' class, but Simon of the Pirates has been a first stringer only
one year. Prior to that time he did
bench duty for three seasons.
The real youngsters of the National
league were Bert Whaling of Boston,
a former Nap, and Miller of Brooklyn. Whaling caught 77 games, Rail
den, the former Canton man. working in the others. Miller caught 101
contests.
The coming FCaFon will likely Be
the same catchers
again starting.
O'Neill failed to find himself until
last season and lie was constant!
improving when the season waa concluded. Wally Schang should be 25
per cent better in the next campaign,,
while Schalk is bound to show improvement. Eddie Ainsmith of Washington is another who is advancing,
while Agnew and McKee are two who-arsure to deliver a better brand of
catcbing.
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INDIANAPOLIS SPEEDWAY

TO

CREASE CAPACITY TO
COMMODATE 60.COO

IN-

AC-

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 14. The advance seat eale for the Indianapolis
race next May will open on
January 19, It has been officially announced by the motor speedway. The
greatest crowd in the history of the
course is expected, due to the anticipated conflict between foreign and
American drivers, whetted by the victory of Goux, a Frenchman, in the
E&O-mi-

last event

Seating accommodations have been
increased to 60,000, with the addition
of two new grand stands, one on the
eouth turn, composed
entirely of
boxes, and one on the west main
stretch, at popular prices. Hotel and
facilities have also
transportation
been bettered, so that the difficulties
f former years will be largely absent, it is) thought The entire city
is preparing for the visitors.
A prospective entry was gained
and lost by the epeedway today
through, the announcement that Bob
Burman, the world's speed king, had
contracted with Horace Thomson,
Battle Creek, Mich., millionaire, to
build and drive bis car, known as
Anel, and in addition to race another
machine of the same design, for
which the driver is yet to be Belect-d- .
Both fliers will probably be call
ed "Burman
Centipedes," because
they have 16 valves.
'Bjurmanfe Idea is that American
designers and mechanics can produce a car this side ot the water
equally aa fast as anything put up
abroad. Building and handling his
own machine, he thinks few will be
able to pass him. An interesting set-tIs expected when he and the foreigners hook up in the long grind.
An Indianapolis firm, the Premier
company, seems to be Imbued with
the same Ideas as Burman. Field
representatives of this organization,
teaded by C. C. Lake of Kansas City,
recently pooled themselves together
to back a team in the next race, provided the consent of H. O. Smith,
president Qf the concern, who has al--

S. S. S. Means Pure Blood Which Insures Long Life and Health.
And in regenerating the tissues S. S. 9.
The great experts In Chemistry and
Physiology now declare what lias all has a rapid and positive antidotal effect
along been contended by the Swift Lab- upon all those irritating influences that
sore throat, weak
oratory that the germs of blood disorders cause rheumatism,
find lodgment in the Interstices of the tis. eyes, loss of weight, thin pale cheeks, and
eues.
that weariness of muscle and nerve that
And herein Is where S. S. S. goes to is generally experienced, by all sufferers
work rapidly, effectively and with, won- with poisoned blood.
derfully noticeable results.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at any drug
This famous blood purifier contains store, and in a few days you will not only
medicinal components Just aa vita! ana feel bright, and energetic, but you will ba
essential to healthy blood as the nutritive the picture of new life.
elements of wheat, roast beef, and fats
S. S. S. is prepared only In the laboraand the sugars that make up our daily tory
of the Swift Specilic Co., 201 Swift
ration.
Bldg, Atlanta, Ga. Who maintain a very
As a matter of fact there is one ingre- efficient
Medical Department, where all
dient in S. B. 8. which serves the active who have any blood
disorder of a stubpurpose of stimulating each cellular part born nature may write freely for advice
of the body to the healthy and judicious
S. S. S. Is sold everywhere by all drug
selection of its own essential nutriment.
That Is why it regenerates the blood sup. stores.
Beware of all attempts to sell yott
ply; why it has such a tremendous influence in overcoming eczema, rash, pim- something "Just as good." Insist .upon
B. B. 8.
ples, and all skin afflictions.
ways been opposed to racing, could
be gained. An attempt is being made
to show Smith the error of his ways,
as it is thought the Premier, with Its
new motor, a novel design, has an
excellent chance to win.
Another local concern recently cone
event is the
nected with the
Lyons-Atla- s
company, a Knight licensed concern. This firm, it is reported, plans a team entry, calculated
to demonstrate consistency ; of running rather than extreme speed. A
more satisfactory testing ground than
the speedway, on May 20, would be
hard to find.
500-mil-

Best Cough Medicine for Children
"I am very glad to say a few words
In praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy," writes Mrs. Llda Dewey,
t
for
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used-iyears both for my children and myself and it never fails to relieve and
cure a cough or cold.' No family with
children should be without It as It
gives almost immediate relief In cases
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, is pleasant and safe to take, which
is of great importance when a medicine must be given to young children.
For sale hr all dealers. Adv
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SALE, OF LINCOLN RELICS
New York, Jan. 14. Collectors and
dealers from many parts of the country were on hand today at the opening in this city of the sale of the famous Lincoln collection owned by the
late Major William H. Lambert of
Philadelphia, The sale will continue
for eeveral days. The collection embraces hundreds of books, manuscripts, letters, personal mementoes
and other objects associated with
the memory of President Lincoln. The
itnerest of collectors centers largely
In the manuscripts and personal letters, of which there are many of
great importance, not only throwing
light on the inception and growth of
the political ideas back of the emancipation of the slaves but also many
that have a remarkable interest aa
bearing upon Lincoln's personal character.
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Winter stock we
are going to sell merchandise that you need
and we want to get rid of it at cost and less.
You will fin- dTo clean up our Fall and
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Black Cat Hose
25c QuaJity

20c
Topsy Hosiery
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15c Ginghams
12lAc Muslin
25c Curtain Scrims
15c Pillow Slip,
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Ginghams, White
Goods. Laces, Embroideries, Muslin Underwear.
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the seas to besiege her heart.
"Are you sure, my darling," he murmured, as they stood together be
neath the gorgeous chandelier, "that
you love me for myself alone?"
"Charles James Edward," she an
swered, "I am sure."
"Then listen." With courtly grac
he led her to a seat.
"My beloved," he said, tenderly, "I
have purposely refrained from telling
you about my family, in order that
you might be governed in forming
your estimate of me by considerations
of personal worth."
"Charles James Edward!"
A world of love and trust spake she
In those simple words.
"Of course, sweet girl, you know I
am of noble lineage?"
A warm glance and a gentle pressure of the hand formed her reply.
"And youare aware that my people are amoftg the proudest of the
proud. But are you prepared to know
" He bent low and whispered "
that the blood of a king courses in my
veins?"
"Yes " She smiled engaginly.
"I am not surprised. I am informed
that there is some dreadful scandal
about every one of these aristocratic
families. And did it get into the
courts, dearest?"
Yes, It was for himstlf alone that
she loved him. Puck.
FAMOUS WALNUTS ARE GOING
Woodmen Cutting Illinois Tract of 400
Acres That Has Never Before
Been Touched.

400-acr-

well-tille-

DAY 15th

BEGINNING THU

Cotton and Wool, all
new stock

daughter

Woodmen entered the Makemson
tract of timber four miles east of
Danville, October 1, and began cutting
the world's largest forest of virgin
walnut timber. For the first time in
the memory of the oldest inhabitant
woodmen were allowed to enter the
e
tract, which was closed to
the Inspection of all save the close
friends of Hiram Makemson during
his life.
The forest land came into the possession of the Makemson family by
means of a government land patent.
By both Hiram and his son it was
held sacred. All about the tract were
acres, but not even stock
unA good remedy for a bad cough is was permitted in the wooded park
til after the death of its jealous
SYRUP,
HOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
guardian, some months ago. In setit heals the lungs and quiets irritation. tling up the estate a sale was ordered
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. by the court. An Indiana firm of lumSold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ber buyers purchased the walnut, paying $95,000 for the timber Just as it
stands. The ash timber brought $20,-00-0
more,' whll'if the hickory, "elm, and
oak and smaller timber brought the
total price for the standing timber
close to $150,000. Bloomington (111.)
Pantagraph.
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won. Amid the sumptuous trappings
of wealth and luxury she plighted her
troth with the suitor who had crossed

Martha's Vineyard in 1002.
Here is what Bartholomew Oosnold
wrote of his voyage to Martha's Vineyard in 1602, the Christian Science
Monitor remarks:
"We stood awhile like men ravished
at the beautie and delicate of this
sweet Boile; for beside divers clear
lakes of fresh water (whereof we saw
no end), meadows very large and full
of green grass and such an incredible
number of vines that we could not do
for tredding on them.
This is the
goodliest land ever, we saw, for it is
replenished with faire fields and In
them fragrant flowers; also meadows
and hedged with stately groves."
Martha's Vineyard is still covered
with the wild grapevines, which gave
it its name, and the farms have often
a high standing for productiveness.
Inded, one of these farms once boasted the largest corn crop ever produed
on an acre. The yield was 125 bushels of shelled corn.
Stonewall Jackson.
Stonewall Jackson was in his thirty- ninth year when he was stricken down
In the midst of his brilliant work at
Chancellorevllle.
He was born Jan
uary 21, 1824, and received (from his
own lines, by accident) the wound
that killed him on May 2, 1863. He
died May 10. He was defeated but
once, at Kernstown, when he was
greatly outnumbered. He was a mem
ber of the Presbyterian church, and
was noted for his rigidity of religious
belief and practice; but when it cama
to winning battles he was a progressive of the progressives. He is buried
at Lexington, Va.

Cost of Longevity Rislna.
The rise in the price of sauerkraut
Is specially to be regretted because
Professor Metchnlkoff has been recommending it warmly as an antidote
for old age. Now that garlic is being
brought forward by Rumanian hygien-ist- s
as a rival remedy, that, too, may
be expected to soar beyond the reach
fi of an ordinary purse. Luckily, the
ugm met so mgmy commended as a
recipe for longevity Is within the
reach of all. Springfield Republican.
Home, Sweet Home.
A well known player was talking
about a brilliant but unsuccessful dis-cinle of Blackatone.
"His habits are to blame for his fail
One of his remarks
ure," said he.
illustrates his habits well. He said
.I to me in the Union club:
" 'There's no place lite home espe
cially at 2 or 3 a. m.. when vou'va ex
hausted the pleasures of all the other
and every
places, and you're
thing siaut up airway.

ft!

14, 1914.
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BOVLING E1ABATH0N

Could Be Little Doubt as to Where
the Sweet Girl's Love Was

Il00l!03
c:.i Ufcy ih
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JANUARY

TWENTY-FOU-

PINS

YORK'S LATEST

imr

It was exactly 11:10 when the mari
athoners started their last game. OrLU LAnuL
. 1
.
dinarily half an hour. would have been
quite sufficient for them to have comOVER
pleted the game. After 23 hours, howwere
to
roll
ever, they
quite lucky
their last frame before midnight.
And when dt was all over the team Festcredand Came to Head. Scratch- composed of Harry Cohn and Mortiirg Made Sores. Caused Disf- !Used Cutlcura Soap
mer Lindsey had succeeded in knockurement.
ing over something more than a ton
and Ointment. Face Nnw Clear.
of hardwood and between them had
hurled five or six tons of hard rubber
1413 E. Gennssee Av.. Saginaw, Mk'h.
down the alleys. In other words, they "Outdcura Soap and Ointment cured m
face withoud j
of
had In 31 games scored a tola!' of of a very bad disease scar,the
i'impma Drok
leaving a
comes
IT
to
5,452 pins, which, when
out all over my face, rod and
largo. Thoy fmtered and cama
knocking wood, is going some.
to a head. They Itchod and
The other teams of brave men were
burned and caused ma to
Dunbar and Riddell, Smith and
scratch them and mako sorea.
They said they were seed warta.
Mauer, Helns and Koster, Splnella
At night I wan restlosa frora
and Erdman, Bruno and Johns, Lewis
When the hart!
Itching.
and Qulnn, Pump and Cooper, Denny
would shave me my face would !
and Whitlg, and Kramer and Morris. bleed terribly. Theu scabs would forru
then they would drop o!T and
The scores of the losers were but afterwards,
seed warts would como back
the
they suffered enough.
again. They were on my face for about
Marathon bowling is a brand new Dine months and the trouble caused
while it lasted.
sport for New York. According to the
''One day I read in the paper of the Cuti-cuBergmann brothers, who perpetrated
I received a fro
Soap and Ointment.
that of last week, there have been sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
was so much value to mo that I bought
only two others ever held in New It
a cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cutt-- ,
York. That it is likely to become cura Ointment at the
drug store. Ia about
popular a glance inside the alljya any ten days my face began to heal up. I kept
on using Cuticura Soap and O.ntmont and
hour of the 24 proved.
In a very short time after, the scabs droppe
And while it surely does Took hard
oil the red spots where they were vanished
to the man along the side of the alalso. My face Is now clear of the warts and
scar to left." (Signed) LeKoy C.
not
leys, it can't be so bad after all.
1913.
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HOURS
OF TEN
SHOULD BE ENOUGH
FOR ANYBODY
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Las Vegas has so many devotees
of the sport of bowling, that the following article from the pen of Stan
ford E. Stanton of the New York
World staff probably will TTe of inter-

;

est to many readers of The Optic:
New York has a new form of man- killing sport.
Publicly it is called a bowling mara
thon.

j

j
:

The things those who participated
in the. one held last week) called it
privately will never be told here.
As though riding up and down In
the subway at rush hours, trying to
cross Broadway anywhere in the thea
trical district at 8 o'clock in the even
ing or making three square meals a
day out of delicatessen store products
were not dangerous enough forms of
pastimes, New York has had to invent
something new.
A bowling marathon starts at mid
night one night, lasts all the remainder of that night, all through the day
and half way through the following
night, or 24 hours in all.
Those who claim It brings you good
luck and at the same time wards off
all ill luck to "knock wood" have
neither jarticipated im nor seen a foowU
ing marathon. As an exhibition of
wood knocking a bowling marathon
is the thanwhichest of all performances, but the only thing it brought
the 20 men who bowlingmarathoned
last week was 20 lame nacks,, about
twice as many lame fingers, 40 exceedingly tender feet and a firm de
termination to "never again."
y
Last week's successor to the
to
our
like
daddies
match
walking
look at and the
bicycle race
we look at without liking it or knowing why we do was held at
bowling alleys at Lenox avenue and One Hundred and Sixteenth
street. Ten teams of two men "each
participated.
The marathon was scheduled to
start at midnight Wednesday night
and continue without interruption un
til midnight Thursday night. It did. A
con
bowling marathon is a
test,
style. Mean
ing, catch your food and sleep as you
six-da-

six-da- y

Berg-mann-

's

can.

I looked in shortly"
on Wednesday night,

after midnight
just to make
sure the marathon had really started
Somehow, having- at one time tt an
other spent "a hard night working at
the office" just to bowl a few games
and then nursed a sore thumb, tor the
entire week following,
I had my
doubts, foolisher that I was. They
had started.
Downtown the diners were dining,
the tangoers were tangoing and the
"night workers" were making tracks
for Jack's but up in Bergmann's the
marathoners were bang, bang, banging
the
hard rubber balls against
the four and a half pounds of hard
wood at the other end of the alley,
and I should worry. It was tneir
thumbs that were going to be sore.
On the way to work the next morning I looked in again.
A pure waste of time. They were
there. Downtown the diners were no
longer dining. Most of them Instead
were busily at work earning enough
to dine again a month or two hence.
The tangoers, too, had stopped for a
bit, though the tango marathon is on
the way. But up in Bergmann's the
bowlers were still bang, bang, banging
the
balls against the four
and a half pounds of wood. The only
things that had changed Vere the
boys whose duty it was to set the
knocked
pins up after they were
down. Eight hours had been Quite
enough for them.
The old joke about cafrying a
turkey" home and when you got
there finding you had a
bird
doesn't aipply to bowling marathoners
at 9 o'clock in the morning, fa the
evening? Well, that's something else
again.
Having been in at the start it was
not unnatural to be in also at the finish. To be exact, I got in two hours before the finish, and right here let me
take back what I said about' that
story of the turkey not applying to a
bowling marathon. It does. In fact,
it not only does, but more so.
Judging by the way those same
hardy bowlers were sending the
balls down the alleys at 10
o'clock Thusday night, that
turkey really welghea 80.
Sometimes and in some places
bowling may be a lot of fun, but not
after 21 hours of it. The balls were
still going bang, bang, banging. Only
if t lie sound was to be described with
duo regard to exactness it shoild be
written, bang bang-ba(indicating
much deliberation and considerable
pause between each bang.)
n

ra

O'Brien, May 12,
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
60c are sold everywhere. Liberal sample or
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Ad"Cuticura. Dept. T.Boston."
dress post-car-d
"Mcn who shave and shampoo with
will .audit best fur
mi scalp- -

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
This remedy has no superior for
coughs and colds. It is pleasant to
take. It contains no opium or other
narcotic. It always cures. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

WILL BE DAZZLING EVENT
New York, Jan. 14. The imagina

80,000 VOICES!
And Many Are

the

Voices of East Las

Vegas People.
Thirty thousand voices What a
grand chorus- - And that's the number
of American men and women who are
publicly praising Doan's Kidney Pills
for relief from backache, itldney and
bladder ills. They say It to frienas.
They tell It to the home papers. Cast
Las Vegas people are In thla chorus.
Here's an East Las Vegas case:
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., jfl8t
Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I had back
ache constantly for several weeks. In
the morning when I got up, I suffer
ed terribly from pains over my kidneys. Exercise brought some relief
but didn't rid me of the trouble. The
kidney secretions bothered me, too.
Hearing so much said in praise oi
Doan's Kidney Pills, I got a box.
After I had taken a few doses, I could
see a change for the oetter. It dida't
require more than one ox to mane
a cure. I have been free from kidney
trouble ever since."
For sale by all dealers. Price CO
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.

B.i

-l-

tion falters when it attempts to fore
tell the grandeur and magnificence of
gold lace and bubbling spirits which,
will be seen at the Old Guard ball
in Madison Square Garden tomorrow
night. The interior of the big "building will be transformed into an Immense military tent, brilliantly illuminated for the occasion. Delegations
representing the veteran military organizations of Boston, Philadelphia,
Hartford and other cities will be
among the guests. The spectacular
feature of the ball, as in previous!
years, will Ibe the grand military
march at midnight, when, to the" stirring music of the Old Guard band,
a thousand or more officers in the
full uniform of their respective commands will ipass in review before stats
and city officials and the great throng
assembled to greet them.
Ragged wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester and become running
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIsores.
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply it at night before going to bed and cover with a.
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
few days. Price 25c, 50c and 1.0O
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adr.
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when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric light at so
little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the restful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and

effectiveness afforded by no other

illuminate.

Test the merit

present.
-

XT.

-

--

t

safe

i.t

of electric

light by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like

the

l:

Electricity-convenie- nt

-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
by an outside printer. The printing
craft is one of the largest in numbers
1)
L of the skilled
ID FOUND
trades, yet it is act
supplying Us quota to the penitenESTABLISHED 1879.
tiaries of the country. And the reason for this is the very tact that it is
Published by
a trade requiring high skill of ihe
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
most intelligent sort, including a blsn
sense of responsibility, holding a
(Incorporated.)
standard up to which the shiftless, in.Editor. competent, irresponsible and vicious
O. M. PADGETT.
can not measure. A process of elimi(Continued From Page One.)
nation has been going on which has
retained in it the sober,' the Indus- - location of the Cobeauid.
but no re-trious and the reliable almost to the ply from the Cobequid couM he made
exclusion of those who are not.and it out The Lady Laurier went put
Catered at the postoffice at East is not the sober, Industrious and re- from Halifax to take part in the
n
liable who get into penitentiaries.
search and ought to be near the
Vegas, New Mexico, for
But it was not always thus in the wreck today. It is still believed that
through the United P'Ates
(a&fls as second clas matter.
printing trade, particularly in the the Cobequid struck on one .qjf the
newspaper portion of it. Before type-- , Grand Minan ledges and that Captain
setting machines were invented, when Howson mistook the point for Briar
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
type was set by hand, and lack of in- Island, when he first called for assifr
Dally, by Carrier
dividual speed could be easily com- auce yesterday.
' '
-- I .t'5
,
Cr Copy
more
on
for
putting
by
During the forenoon wreckage be.15 pensated
Pea Week
and when there was a sub- gan to come ashore on the Yarmouth
.65 "cases,"
3sie Month
to take the case of any side of the
7.50 stitute ready
-- .
Bay of Fundy. It was
Cse year
man who was alcoholieally indisposed
aparently, from a steamer and made
Dally, by Mall
matter whether a plain from the weather conditions
. ?6.00 it did not sowasmucheither
Dae year (in advance).
sober or retypesetter
3.00
during the past' 24 hours that some
Cix Months (in advance)..
were" the days when vessel,
liable.
Thbse,
7.50
ae Year (In arrears)
perhaps the Cobequid, was on
abounded, men who the ledges of Grand Manan and that
tramp
3.75
printersr
Months
arrears)
(in
dx
went from town f town .'and worked part of the
upper works had been
as substitutes for a few days and then swept away.
j 3. v
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
passed on. With the coming of maThe weather conditions iijrere n
GROWER
chines costing $3,000 eacir, sobriety little more favorable for the search
$2.00
ae Tear
and reliability on the part of printers for the Cobequid,
although a' dense
. 1.00 became
mx Months
an economio necessity.' Also mist still
hung over the waters. The
the need to work the plant at top snowstorm had assed, but the tem(Cash In Advanca for Mail
speed and highest capacity to get out perature
remained J several degrees
I
Subscriptions)
the various editions of the modern pa- bejiow zeroand a ' thirty-kno- t
northEemlt by check, draft or money per left no room for the tramp, the
easter whipped the sea. Hope for the
not
we
warder.
will
If Bent otherwise
alcoholic or the shiftless. The printer vessel Vests
chiefly on the efforts of
ft responsible for loss.
had to make good as an individual.
the
United
States revenue cutter
on
application.
Specimen copies free
In a generation this has so comthe Canadian governand
Woodbury
pletely changed the personnel and the ment steamer Lady Laurier.
AT spirit of the printing office, that, com
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
bined with the, high intelligence and
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Wreckage Drifts Ashore
PAID FOR
good, education necessary for effective
Yarmouth, N, S., Jan.
'
work, not alone the compositors, hut
drifted ashore here this afterall branches of the noon.
in
craftsmen
the
It was not possible to determine
Advertisers are guaranteed the
business, have reached such whether it came from the wrecked
C&rgest daily and weekly circulation printing
a general high average of character steamer Cobequid. The weather Conany newspaper la northern New
as is indicated by this absence of a tinues very bad.
fXexlco.
t
single one of them from the 1,200 men
uT
in Jollet. It is pleasant to say this
' The Greta Is Lost
TELEPHONES
about them, because there still lingers
Hyannis, Mass., Jan. 14. Twenty-fou- r
business Office
..Main 2 in the public mind some of the imhour's search of Nantucket
'Mew Department
Main 9 pression put there by the bibulous
Sound by the revenue cutter Acushnet
of
printer of former days, the Says
and two lighthouse tenders failed to
un"printer's milk" that looked dark
reveal any traces today of the schoon
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1914.
der the foam and was not carried in
er Greta of Dalhousit, N. B., which
at
when
as
is
it now,
sanitary bottles
from near Cross Rip
lunch tim,e a printing office has much disappeared
ELIMINATION
the gale of Monday
lightship
during
is
the aspect Of a dairy counter. It
was believed that the Greta
It
night.
has
that
trade
the
the
of
New not alone
governor
Apparently
printing
had either been swept far out to sea,
Mexico, head of the state loan com- been elevated by- - modern industrial
or had foundered with its crew of
intellito
is
emulate the il conditions requiring sobriety,
uucBion,
seeking
lustrious example of. the United gence and reliability on the part of six.
.States administiation, which has be- - workers, hut it is the highest and
come justly celebrated, in connection most conspicuous example.
Many Ships in Distress
with the case of Huerta, as the ad0
Jan. 14. Although
the
Boston,
ministration which put the nation in
northwest gale had abated somewhat
TEXAS FARMERS' UNION
Elimination, says the Albuquerque
Port Worth, Tex., Jan. 14. The today, the New England coast was
Jlerald.
ctronirth nf iha Farmers' union in still lashed by teriffic seas, and ship
The governor and loan commission Texas was evidenced by the large ping was endangered., Nothing had
UId not meet with gratifying success and representative attendance at the been heard as to what became of the
in the attempt to force the state
today of the annual crew of six men who abandoned the
treasurer to invest the state school convention, of the slate organization schooner John Paul, which was pfefc- moneys in the highway bonds, with President W. D. Lewis called the ed up by the revenue cutter Acushnet
the patriotic end of having the gathering to order and delivered his n Nantucket Sound and afterwards
moneys earn 4 per cent Instead ofi annual address, which dealt witnme sank.
5 and 6. The courts ruled that the warehouse bill and numerous other
The Acushnet which spent a busy
. .
'.".W.T1
J .1 . .
I.I.I-- II. P.MTIQra'
itl
nmmlnnln. uiu
wau wmuuDoiuu
uui t.uavt? Liio matters in wmi-iuio raimo
i
day yesterday
assisting distressed
Slower to dictate the investment of is. interested.
The convention ses- vessels, stood by the schooner G. M.
the fund, but merely a veto power.
sions will continue over tomorrow. Porter, New York, for Calais, through
Having gone at the matter
Prominent among those on the pro- the night. The Porter was ashore on
in the first place, the ambi gram for addresses are L. M. Rhodes, Kill Pond Bar, off Bass River.- The
tha Farmers union in British schooner
sextrous executive apparently now
Greta, which disapplans to eliminate one form of in Tennessee, and E. A. Calvin of Hous- peared after she had raised signals
vestment at a time until nothing re ton, former president of the Texas of distress near Half Moon Shoal
division of the national organization. Monday night, was still missing, as
gains but the highway bonds.
'
Joan commission yesterday
was the Nantucket fishing schooner
ESCAPED CONVICT CAUGHT
disapproved the treasurer's proposal
Two Brothers, caught in the storm
Juto invest the '$139,000 involved in . Albuquerque, Jan. 14. George
M&day off San Katy light
A No. l bonds and securities yielding lian, convict from Colfax county for
ii ....
years for larceny,
5 to XVi, or deposit the Bum in banks one and one-haFive
Rescued
Sailors
where It would earn 6 to
per cent who escaped from the convict gang
was
Haven
in
as
Mass., Jan. 14.
at San Marcial Saturday night
Vineyard
The treasurer's proposals,
given
full elsewhere In this paper, are to captured at 3 o'clock this morning Five members of the crew of $he
wee the school fund for the very by Patrolman A. F. Hibbler of the schooner John Paul, which sank in
highest clasa of investment possible Albuquerque police, as the convict Nantucket Sound early yesterday mornd to earn from 1 to 2y2 per cent came out of tha Sturgea hotel bar. ning, were saved as they were being
more than the highway bonds would Julian was spotted Immediately by swept to sea, by the crew of the Cross
the officer ami made no resistance Rip lightship. The cook died from
return.
No reasons were assigned for the when placed under arrest
exposure just before the rescue of his
This morning when questioned by companions, f,,.
.disapproval of the treasurer's pro
Chief McMIllin the convict made a
Five survivors, of the schooner G.
The present financial condition of war talk that should cause Warden M.J Porter, Perth Amboy for CaMs,
the state hardly seems to warrant John B. McManus c? the fetate prison which was left in a leaking condition
to worry. Julian proposed to reform off Point Gammon, are also safe at
deliberately throwing away 1 to 2
the whole prison management from the Cross Rip lightship.
per cent on $139,000.
j ,
to
would
be
The people
pleased
top to bottom, laying special emphaInot the reasons of the governor sis on what should be done to the
'
Cecelie Wae Afraid and loan commission in disapproving food supply. Julian will be returned
&"ew
Jan.'
14.
Because of the
York,
the proposed investment of the school to Santa Fe tonigbt. John H. Foster,
who escaped with Julian, has not extremely high seas, cold weather
funds.
o
been apprehended, but Is believed to and a shortage 'of coal, the North
German Lloyd steamer Kron Prinzess- be in this vicinity.
THE MODERN PIUNTEK
The police court grind this morn- In Cecelie made no effort to change
ing consisted of one plain drunk and her course and go to the rescue of the
It was only a little news Item, less four vags, who received the usual al- steamer Cobequid stranded in the
'l.an a "stickful", but the printer who ternative of ten days or $10 fine.
Bay of Fundy.
wet it on the machine; the proofreader
Captain Polack, of the Kron Prln- .".who read it for errors, the galley boy
zessln Cecelie, in port from Bremen,
who put in the corrected lines and the NEWFOUNDLAND
made this report when his vessel
LEGISLATURE
nnakeup man who put it In the form,
this afternoon.
St. John's N. F., Jan. 14. The New- reached quarantine
i mint all have felt a little lift of prida foundland legislature was opened to- Shortly (before 7 o'clock yesterday
: ,t
they handled it, says the St Louis day Iby Governor Davidson, attended morning he picked up a wireless mesrikme Democrat. It was from Joliet by a large military staff, and with sage from the Marconi station' at
!: the
of tlio state's largest the usual ceremonies. The legislature Cape Sable saying that the Cobequid
t?MittentSary, where 1,200 men are con- -' is the first that has met since the wind wag bo violent that we deemed
I and it said that la all that body general election last October. Sir l "At the time,'- - continued the cap
a single printer could be found,
Morris, the premier, continues tain, "a howling gale prevailed and
wnl so the first number of the new 1n power, but with a reduced
the distressed steamer was 225 miles
aper, (he Prison Post, had to lie Bet
distant. We were makine onlv keven
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knots an hour, barely steerage way. of the navy general staff, which poOur coal was running short and the sition he held
during the .Russian-Japanes- e
was ashore and needed assistance,
war.
it inadvisable to attempt to reach
her."
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 14. Several
hundred members were present this
r
morning at the opening of the twenty-seconWITH THE BOXERS
annual convention of the National League of Commission Mer'
chants.
Governor Trammell and
4.
Tv r :
"'vers la t0 get H0()0 for box Mayor Swearingen delivered addresses of welcome and Chester Franzell
ing d Wolgat in Milwaukee
this
month,
of Pittsburgh responded for the visitBob Thompson
who defated Jack ors. Following the exchange of greet.Tohnson in Galvest on soon
after.. John- - ings the association listened to the
son entered th
address of the president and the angame, is now
a street cleaner
nual reports of other officers and
in Lo8 Angeles
-Jack, Britton has decided to
standing committees. Much of the
MIke
time of the convention, which will
lover a return
match.,
New York
promoter who offers the continue in session three days, will be
best
devoted to the discussion of improved
wiI get th
Baker, the Australian fight methods in packing, shipping and dispromoter, has signed- Georges Carpen-tie- tributing fruits, vegetables and other
oie French
food products.
champion, to appear
m a
bout in Sydney
during
A FAMILY TRAGEDY
Easter week. ,
Kemmerer, Wyo., Jan. 14. John
What, you here again!
Battling' Steffauia is dead and Mrs. Steffania
Nelson, says he will enter the
ring and John Sera are perhaps 'mortally
once more and tackle
Young Togo wounded as a result of a
fight m the
in Evansville, Ind., on
Washington's Steffania home at Diamondsville, a
birthday.
coal camp near here. Sera and Stefi
Tommy Tracy, who has been an infania were old friends, an3 Sera
structor at one of the Portland,
Ore., had boarded 'with the Steffania's.
clubs, lias joined the bunch of old
timers who figure on doing a "come- The two quarreled over a hoard hill,
and Sera's wages were garnisheed.
back" Old Home week, in B. flat;
Yesterday' afternoon, It is charged,
Willie Ritchie wants only a paltry
Sera went to the Steffania home in
$10,000 for his end of a match with
the absence of Steffania and shot
Ad Wolgast.ljyWeWlyh
cUapipion Mrs. Steffania.
Hearing" the firing,
has not forgotten "tha -- Did
Steffania rushed ihtd""tne house'nd
gentleman and his hard wallops.
Leo Houck believes he ctih fake was shot Although' mortally woundhe attacked his assailant with a
George Chip's measure and George, ed,
knife.
Neighbors Interfered and all
being an accommodating cuss, says
wounded persons were taken to
three
that wljpti the date and place ars
named $) will b there witjhr t tailor'! a hospital, viere steffania died dur"
ing the" night A mob intent on lynchtape.
ing Sera, sought to force an entronce
to the hospital, but was held at bay
JAPANESE ADMIRAL DEAD
the sheriff.
r
Tokio, Jan. 14. Count Yukyo Ito, by
fleet admiral of the Japanese navy, I
Do you begin to cougnt at nieht.
died
this morning in his seventy-firs- t Just when you
hope to sleep? Do you
year. Count Ito had more to do have a tickling throat that keeps you
with the development of the Japanese awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
Tar
It will check the
navy than any other man. He enter- coughCompound.
and stop the tickling sensation
ed1 the service in 1S68 and
studied
for some time In the United States. is' best for children and grown perO. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Iti? the war between
Japan and China, sons.
in 1S94, he took a prominent part, Drug Store. Adv.
commanding the combined squadrons NEW YORK STOCK. EXCHANGE
of the Japanese fleets, which fought
New York, Jan. 14. Special movethe battle of the Yellow Sea, after- ments among shares of
secondary imwards blockading the port of
portance provided a cover for profit-takin- g
and destroying the Chinese
sales in the active list After
fleet He wos then anointed chief these offerings were absorbed, prices
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TAUPER.T
JEWELER.
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indents

moved upward again, but subsequent prices today upgrade. The
opening
to
ly the list weakened. Traders played figures were
higher and the
for a reaction, basing their position market scored a further gain. The
largely on bearish rumors regarding close was strong,
cent above last
the attitude of the Washington ad- night
ministration on anti-truAssertions that
legislation.
demand

r,

:

bteel was under pressure at the
hands of professionals who based
their operations on the expectations
that the forthcoming quarterly, report would be favorable. Wy4knes3
of copper jnetal abroad was reflected
in a mild degree here. ; The fluctuations were unusually narrow until
Jhe'whole
shortly before noon! vh
list moved off, Reading and Lehigh
Valley declining one. 'f Bonds were
Hi 'U.v;
flrnH,
The entire market was more active
andk Higher later. Atlantic Coast line
and 'Louisville and Nashville improved three 'points each.
The market closed firm. The'shorts
scrambled to cover wen burfish operations were resumed on 'af large
scale. Heavy buying orders were executed all around the room. Prices
mounted one to two points above yesterday's close.
The closing quotations were:
.. 73
Amalgamated Coper
'. . . . . .V.
American Sugar
, ;106
'

'11

'

,

i

shipping
had considerably improved helped
make corn firm. Prices started
higher and continued to climb.,
Three separate concerns bought more
than a million buBhels. The. close
was strong,
cent net higher.
Oats rose with other grain. Traders, though, were more "evenly divided than in the neighboring pits.
First sales of provisions ranged
from 5 to 7 cents higher, with an
additional subsequent upturn.
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
Corn, May 66 ; July 66.
Oats, May 40; July 39.
Pork, Jan. $21.47; May $21.62.
Lard, Jan. $11.07; May $11.35.
Ribs, Jan. $11.50; Ma, $11.60.
KANSAS CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 14. Hogs,
receiptii 10,000; market five cents
Bulk $7.808.25;
higher.
heavy
$8.15830; packers and butchers
$8.008.25; lights $7.808.15; pigs
'
$6.757.40.
j ,:,
Atchison
96
Cattle, receipts 4,000, market steady
'.'i1. . .111
Northern Pacific ,
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed steers
'
.'v';.170
Reading
$8.509.15; dressed beef steers $7.25
Southern Pacific ......... . . . . . 93
steers $6.758.40:
western
8.50;
Union Pacific
..158
southern steers $6.008.10; cows
United States Steel ......... .'. 61
$4.257.50; heifers $6.508.75; stock-er- s
United States Steel, pfd.
1094
and feeders $6.007.75; bulls.
$5.257.0; calves $6.5011.00.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Sheefy receipts 5,000; market 10
cents higher;
lambs $7.508.20;'
Chicago, Jan. 14. Reports of
by alternate freezing and
yearlings $6.407.25; wethers $5.40
in the winter crop belt sent wheat 6.00; ewes $4.755.60,

j
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T'HBRB are many reasons for our success in business and the
I steady increase each year. It has always been our main
object to treat everyone alike, to deal honestly in all our transactions. Keeping the quality and style up to the highest standard have been two other objects kept;foremost in our selections.
We Handle Only the Best Merchandise Obtainable

one of our strong points, never tov
misrepresent an item with catch phrases; to balek up each and
every assertion justas it appeared in the "ad- Honest-adve- rb
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Here are

Specials Offered for Jan. 15,16 and

Pay-da- y

Sale of "Undermuslins"

81.00

65c
.,, .
"B'H
Lined Short Silk
Gloves. Per p a i r;,

an(j
bocker
s

and "White Goods"
Closes S a t u r d a y N i h t

gg Knicfeer.

Pants for
Ymt choke

'

89c

49c

:

Amoskeag Outing
Flannel for

14
All

Oft

35c Value

r

Womcn'rMaco

;

'

Embroidery--

OFF
1--

4

Ribbed

Off

J-'

;:;

'fft,
;t"!!26

15

1--

AH
-

"Turn

OFF

4

Novelty

White Piece

Store
u

,"-.-

OF QUALITY

r

F
,

Silks

Goods
s

f

-

v

r

n

f

i

V,k-

-ji

fc

3i

V

V fr

i fe

E.LasVcgas.
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Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS

I

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot underwear In muslin, cambric, nain-- .
eook and crepe ranging as follows
1
Corset Covers and
LOT
25o
and 35c values
Drawers,

i

Mrs. S. L. Dennis of Mineral Hill
was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Adv.
Ptomaine.
C. D. Black of Mora came in last
night for a short business visit in
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs.

Harry Maurice of
Sapello arrived in the city last night
l
for a ehort visit.
Mi- and Nra. Albert Shultz Of
CLas
Soranton, Paj., are viitors In
several
days.
for
Vegas
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound
was a 'business, visitor ?n the city today.. He came in last nlgnt.
E. F. Bryce of Denver came In yesbusiterday afternoon and will be a
several
for
days.
here
ness visitor
Secundino Romero left this morning for his ranch beyond the mesa,
where he will be on business for some

SCHOOL WILL

PAYj)

ivw

T1

brilliant hard dry

LOTJ
Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values

outfit consisting

at

polish.

A

DOUBLEHEADER

35o

JANUARY

Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
43c
.- -;
values at
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
LOT

BASKETBALL
FOR

CONTEST IS ARRANGED

3

30

SPECIALS

$1.CD Can Wizard Polish Free
with each Wizard Triangle Polish Mop
Tie Wizard
reaching
tno86 annoying

PLAY

AY

21c

at,

las

HIGH

ytuvr uiujj

tlrrSn

Special

can of Wizard
Polish Worth J1.00
The compUt put- -

SUCCESS OR. FAILURE
No business is successful unless its uiccrse

is so largely a question of dollars and cents.
is larger than its

oufjjo--an-

d

The man who can not save

this is true of individuals as well.

lie never gets started.

money has a slender chance to succeed.

.

.

.

.

.

WI2RD

ofoneWizurdTri-- ,
angle Mop worth.

H.Wandoneqtiart

wiu uub

1

FP3

14, 1914.

jANUARY

PEOPLES BANK
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CAPITAL

Professor Rufus Meade, the official
$1.50
coach of the High school athletic
of the city
and
teams
superitendent
50c for 85c Turkey Roasters.
.
schools, this morning announced that
24c for 35c Coal Hods.
59o
at on. Friday night, January 30 a double-heade- r
o' for 10c Fry Pans.
SANTA TE HAS STRONG
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Prinbasketball game will be played
4c for Glass Salt and Pepper
cess Slips, Skirts and Comb''
between the High school and the Nor
Shakers.
ination Suits, $1 values at79c
BASKETBALL TEAMS
mal
University.
4c each for 6c Glass TumLOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prinand
affair
annual
an
is
This
game
blers.
Combcess Slips, Skirts and
is one of the" most interesting con9c for 15c White Cup and
ination Suits, $ 1.25 values
THE GIRLS' AND BOYS' AGGREGA
tests of the entire year. The strong
Saucer.
98c
.
at TIONS EXPECTED TO PLAY
institutions
two
9c for 15c China Plate.
rivalry between the
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, PrinWELL FRIDAY
both
of
students
makes
Enamathletics
"White
in
11.20
$1.75
for
r
.time.
cess Slips, Skirts and Combto
this game,
schools look,, forward
eled Covered Comblnette.
M. M North of Watrous came in
1.50 and $1.75
ination Suits,
49c for 75c square yard of
which usually ends the season for the
Hi is afternoon for a' short business
values at
schools.
two
Heavy Printed Linoleum.
visit In Las Vegas.
Superintendent Rufus Mead
85c for $1.25 Rural GalvanizThis game will be the first time
M. J. Kaufman of Detroit, Mien.,
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
this
afternoon was notified by
ed Mail Boxes.
the girls' and boys' teams of the NorWorn Uila 104
came in last night and will remain in
Tit fapuln Price Store
that the Santa Fe bas- telephone
sea$1.00 for one Wizard Polish
mal have appeared In public this
Las Vegas for some time. He Is a
' teams cannot
ketball
be here
'
son and their playing ability s not
Mop and one quart Wizard Oil,
tourist.
on account of
evening
Friday
this week only, ai
known. However, they undoubtedly
F. S. Dawe, representative for the
the ; death this morning of the
will have two strong teams in. the
VS. Morey Mercantile company of NEW SERIAL STORY
mother of the Cartwright broth- THE ROSENTHAL
field. Both Normal teams are pracDenver, was a business visitor in Las
ers, members of the boys' team.
and will continue to do so for
ticing
Vegas today.
The game will be played Friday
TOLD
the Y.M.C.A.
the next two weeks...M
J. T. Miller came in last night
Oppbsite
evening, January'! 23, Tickets
to
" Last year the Normal managed
from Clovis, N. M., for a short busisold for the games tomorrow
...
of the city, as
ness visit. He is connected with the PHOTOPLAY
will be good for the post- THEATER TO RUN !bp the championship
night
thev did the year previous, but berore
Santa Fe railway.
"CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT"
poned contests.
JOHNSON TO FIGHT
that the High school- - lads held the
Miss M. McLaughlin of Plioenix,
YEAR
, SERIES THIS
championship for a number of conseAriz., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
sev-ra- l
for
here
years. This year the Hign
will
remain
and
evening
"The , Adventures of Kathlynj," a pntlve
to come back strong and WITH FRANK MORAN
school
hopes
days as a vislstor.
serial story in movies,' will be shown
The advance ticket sale for the
r
Shellenher-eein the position
Itself
William
Mr. and Mrs.
theater during the again place
s
at
the
Santa
Photofcy
Vegas Basketball games
of storm Lake, la., arrived in Las entire year. .One installment of the rhnmnions Of LaS VegaS.
- to be played at the armory Friday
RECEIVE
BOXER
TO
$35,hotn
win
NEGRO
school
here
Should the High
Vegas last night and will remain
will' be shown every two weeks.
night has been excellent. A count of
000 FOR A BOUT IN
.i story
from Santa Fe and also the
.games
for several days as visitors.of
made
will
be
up
the tickets sold was made this mornEach
"chatper"
PARIS
wil
lhave
Mrs. Else Drees of Cosseld, Ger three reels. The first will be "told" two from the Normal, it
ing at the High school, showing a
until defeated
many, arrived in Las Vegas last night tonight and tomorrow night Patrons rizht to this claim
good advance sale, with all the stu14.
the
Jack
Jan.
Johnson,
up
Paris,
and will be the guest of Mrs. Johanna of the Photoplay theater may expect Much enthusiasm ds being workedwith
the'' bartering
negro heavyweight
pugilist, and dents inclined to push
schools over the games
Volmer for the next several months.
new and interesting In both
the next
of
the
during
pasteboards
something
the
Frank
Moran,
Pittsburgh heavy
Normal University.
D. B. Richmond of Chicago was a
two days.
'The Adventures of Kathlyn," which the
a
for
articles
signed
weight,
today
business visitor In Las Vegas today. is o wonderful series of photoplays
Word to the effect that the two
bout for the championship
Charles Naeglln of Durango. Col.,
Fe teams are strong aggregainterlinked in interest-deal- ing
Santa
but
on
the
to
distinct,
world
be
of
the
day
fought
POSTPONED
OPFRtTTA
came in last night for a several days'
been received here, adding
has
tions
with the secrels ot Oriental
of1 or before the Paris Grand Prix
Msiness1 visit.
assurance
to
of excellent games.
the
of Allaha
land
ism
second
week
the
or
in
first
mystical
the
race,
during
Dr. R. K. McClanahan returned
FEBRUARY 13 of June,
TILL
The Santa Fe teams have been pracbeautiful- American, who is
a
this
year.
involving
he
last night from Santa Fe, where
forced to take a throne
Johnson was handed a check of ticing since the beginning of the sealias been for the past few days at' reluctantly
here
ex$35,000, while Moran is guaranteed son, but the games to be; played
med- and rule a race of fanatics. Her
AVOIDS CONFLICT
tending the meeting of the state
SCHOOL
HIGH
will
first
at
their
be
next
men
and
Friday
cruel
$5,000.
crafty
periences with
'
ical board.
ING WITH Y. M. C. A.
outside
two
Istrong
tempts
diversions
against
her
are
but
daring
trying;
Jacob Gross, of the firm of Gross
teams.
habitants
with wild and
Kellv and company, arrived in Las
, .The girls' team Qf the High school
most
the
Ms of, jujaclela4jjiake,;,.tW
afternoon
"the facf "that on February
bue"'to
will
be selected tomorrow, while the
DEPUTIES ANff
wonderful line of animal pictures ever
home in St. Louis, and will remain
9 the Yv M. C A. will nave anoiner
lineup will be the same as was
boys'
of
filmed.
rich
The
surroundings
ana
"here for some time on business.
course
entertainment,
against the Y. M. C. A. team.
invests its pageantry with en lyceum
ENGAGE IN SKIRMISH played
Kptirml rloes not wish to
F. M. Anderson and "his brother, rayolty
tt, a TT
have a strong aggregation,
The
girls
vironment rarely attractive.
Rncftne Anderson, both of Kew?rnee,
conflict In any way with this enter
due to the fact that they have sevill., arrived in Las Vegas last night
tainment, Professor Rufus Mead this
eral old players and hope to cop the
MILLIONAIRE IS JAILED
announced that the operetta LITTLE RIOTS CONTINUE TO OC state championship this year.
and will remain here indefinitely.
morning
14.
"Come
Jan.
San Francisco,
CUR IN MICHIGAN COPwas to have been given by the
iThe boys' team will practice again
They plan to locate in Las Vegas.
and get it," was the unaccustomed that
PER DISTRICT
6
been
post
has
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Graham of Alon
school
February
evening for the last time before
tljis
summons that greeted early today the
huauerciue, came in lasl night from ears
The boys' team is observponed until February 13.
the
game.
mil
the
Richard
of
McCreery,
14.
Mass
Houghton, Mich., Jan.
The production to be given by tne
itaton and will remain here for some lionaire clubman ana polo player, who
ing
training rules, which include the
miners addressed by
time.
of no pie, candy or other
They are connected with the was given a card of membership for Hieh school is "The Egyptian Frin- meetings qf
eating
will worK Wiljiam Daviidson, the British Co- things harmful to an athlete, and also
The
postponement
cess.'V
circulation department of the Albu five
days' in the Speeders' club at
lumbia member, of the executive
As far as can be
miernue Morning Journal and are the county jail by Judge Shortall, on no hardship on the cast of the play
board of tho Western Federation of by retiring early. have observed this
A.
in
M.
C.
a
Y.
thp
i,oi,om
noticed
the
liere in thnj capacity.
u."boys
conviction of having raced his auto
mj
and
the attendance at its entertainment Miners, formed the only outward
ruling and will be in the pink of
mobile on & public highway.
in
the
of
strike
visible
activity
signs
The oneretta Is an excellent produc
BAG OF MONEY STOLEN
condition Friday night
McCreery obeyed and was served
country today. Mr. Davidson
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 14. A pack- the ' regulation prison breakfast of tion and doubtless will be witnessed copper
crowds ever arrived shortly before noon, and at
kc8 containing $13s000 was stolen black coffee and toast. No special hy one of the largest
once made arrangements to appear
from the office of the United States favors were granted him In the coun present at a home talent play.
the Hancock local a few hours
before
Pa.
TOxresa company at Connellsvllle,
in
he
''
fared, delicately
ty jail,- though
later.,,.
TRIED FOR MURDER
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
last Monday night, it was leorneffTo the city jafll for, the single night he
Another meeting was announced
Jan. 14. Richard
a
Col.,
sent,
been
Trinidad,
had
by
The
money
day.
as could
spent there.
a private of Company F. Sec for South Range. So far
Pittsburgh bank to the Second Na
The regulations permit that he Obley,
a few ad
were
learned
there
be
only
National
Colorado
retriment.
Express send out for .food, but the county jail ond
tional banto of Connellsvllle.
Warranty Deeds
the union
will be tried by court martial ditional desertions from,
to J. R. Byrne et ux,
H.
E.
Jordan
company detectives and the police are is distant from fashionable restaur Guard,
on the in the north end of the strike zone.
tomorrow
clerk
natural
at
Walsenburg
consideration
night
15,
December
looking for Ralph Wyant,
ants, and the only dainties McCreery
About 35 of the militiamen who
shot and killed
5 and 6, block
lots
love
and
affection,
in the express company's office at enjoyed last, night were chicken sand charge of having
at Cameron were released jxfromsefcvce in KeConnellsvllle. It is said he has been wiches and French pastry brought to John German, a miner,
Tnn.in. 19 am 22, Newark.
declares
Obley
The Placita Ranch company, to
him for dinner by his friends. They last Saturday night.
missing since Monday night.
In the week
return
to
later
th shot was accidental. His .home expected
Land and Grazing company,
Union
have promised, to keep him supplied
to enlist' with the companies as spec1a ot Fort Collins.
December 23, 20A32.86, four tracts of
TO WITHDRAW RADIUM
for the remainder of his sentence.
The burning of the postolfifleand ial police.
land heing 'partly in Mora and partly
Washineton. Jan-- . 14. Chairman
Templeton Crocker, of the well
Several arrests were made as a
at the Southwestern' mine near
committipple
counties.
mines
house
Foster, of the
known Crocker family, received per
last
skirmish
of
to the
night in; San 'Miguel
October 29 is being investi
Amilar
on
Pontius to J.
for
Rieblna
Smith
hearing
set
Monday
todav
of
condolence
call
a
to
ta.
mission
pay
commit between deputies ond Btrikers at Ah23, $10, lots 26 and
December
the bill to authorize President Wilson today. "McCreery is sharing a cell gated today by the military
claimed
meek village. One deputy
27, block 6, Pablo Baca addition.
to withdraw all radium rights In min- with Joseph Fredericks, convicted of eion.
that he had been made the target of
Dr
eral lands for the government.
time
If
George Lewis to Carrie A. Lewis,
heavy
hangs
petty larency.
stones and bricks.
and It's
"Mischief
Quartette"
The
who
of
1, $1, an undivided one-hal-f
Baltimore,
do
H.
Is
at liberty to
Kelly
Howard
on hisi hands he
Work
The special grand jury" repeated its January
lots 1 and 2 of M. S. Bui-in
Interest
has been using radium in the treat- work about the prison, but he was
of
January tactics of yesterday by deliberating
Each year the month
-Brem
Robert
lots 19, 20, 21, 22 and
of
sub
lards'
of Renreeentative
not sentenced to compulsory labor
numbers its list ot victims irum
several witnesses
but
in
the
forenoon,
ana
lo crlnne. bronchitis
in block: 17, Las Vegas Towns
for canoer, will appear to support
"I slept lik$ a log," he said , today.
Fowere under subpoena to appear later. 23,
addition.
pneumonia. The prompt use of will
company
1he measure. ,, Representative , Kent
that
was
made
A positive statement
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
Ouvina Gallegos et ,ux to Lorenzo
of CIiforhlatoday, declared tlat the
Bill?' Phillips,' manager of check the onset of a cold and stop a the .inquisitors! would not report the
"Whoa
construction of government radium the Indianapolis Feds, has ; offered nnat nrsvanHnir thn development to results of their; debates before tomof Lopez, November 30, land at La Jaya.
on
feamuel J. Browne et ux,(,tp , David
mills would be theext logical step. Pitcher Earl yingllng a fancy salary more 'serious conditions. Keep it
row," and perhaps not for several daji.
;
O ticnaeier anu iveu kiv
111
Jr., August 6, 705 acres" secu'
Jones,
,
?ana'
He expects to Introduce Bucn.a mu.
Ttrrwiklvn
t
with
r
' a HnoBlem. '
J t
"
AUV.
MtnrA
4
and 5, township 17, range 16.
tions
traded Yingllng to Cincinnati recently.
Women and Wet Feet
CONGRESS
G. Hayden, special master,
INSURANCE
William
a
wet
ertrmi
feet are
dangerous
Cold and
r.nlrta n h Taken Seriously
"Jes Supposin'" if the Federal
to
VnrV. .Tan. U.rrPreliminary
women, and to John Maris, January 6, 1914, $500,
com
combination
that
realize
nonnla
especially
Tn;o-n.
ijiLowb"!.
of league was not signing up big league
ni,ia ohniilrt be treated promptly. congested kidneys often result. Back- northeast quarters section 34, townarrangements for the convention
players, would the major leagues have If there is sneezing and chlllinesn ache, urinary Irregularities and rheu
social
on
ship 16, range 19.
the international congress
so readily agreed to the demands of with hoarseness, tickling throat
matic fevers are not unusual resun.
In
held
be
to
is
Mortgage Deeds
insurance, which
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
the Baseball Players' Fraternity?
begin promptly the use of
Martinez to Daniel C.
discuss
Cecilio
were
and
Jose
of
It
next
action
year,
kidneys
normal
Compound.
and
wawnr(w
Foley's Honey and Tar
Take your lime.
of
cause
the
remove
the
held
by
and
de Baca, January 5, 1905, $100, south
bladder
is effective, pleasant 10 lane,
ed today at a conference
Boston fans are arranging a
which trouble. Contain no habit forming east nuarter 113,63 acres sections 14
American
the
cough
and
of
stops
a
committee
cold,
the general
for the veteran Charley Ckmzel, causes loss of sleep and lowers the drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross and
15, township 14, range 17.
t the Union League ciud one
ohica
a
of the most famous catchers of vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer ana Drug Store. Adv.
in this city. The general purpose of
Virginia Valdez de Armljo to
Gonzel is suffering from Red Cross Drug Store. Aav.
his
day."
block
1.
lot
2,
$1,
Pena, January
it, international congress, which held cancer and his
A Difference In Working Hours
physician says the old
addition.
Fairview
worklnst dav is S hours.
man's
Its last session In Rome four years
was
are numbered.
EnofMs ml A. 3. Walsh
collect in player's days
F. B. Bollte et ux to Rohrer Land
His body organs jntmt work perfectago, is to investigate and
- Good-by- e
'Out of the window badly done up with rhmmiatism and
Feds!
8 hours
for
him
to
fit
24
keep
hours
in
for Polfv Kidney Tills which was ly ir wasiIc. sore, inactive kidneys and Development company, December
formation on all forms of social must go. Evangelist Billy Sun- apnt
you
compen$S00, land San Miguel county,
workmen's
the
only thing that would cure him.
surance. such as
on the
not do it. They must be sound
has slapped the rinky-rinGeo. Potter of pontiao. Mo., was down can
Bo-- i 45. S3 acroH.
time.
all
the
active
.,Hnn ofia. cmulovere' liability laws day
healthily
as you find on his bark with kidney and bladder and
IT.
u.c new league, and that goes
rno5 Pilla will make them so, Donald Upton at ux to Alice
etc, that are in uso tnrougnouv
Cub gardener says the trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made You cannot take them into your sys
former
$2,570,
The
it.
1914,
2,
WashPearmain, January
world. It is expected that the
him well and able to work. It is a
resima iuhov.his 920 acres Mora and San Miguel
"outlaws" have as much chance as a
ana always ncips tem without gooa
Keel
Drus
and
Cross
ington convention will be attended by sealftk'm coat on the Panama canal splendid medicine Schaefer
Sfihaefer
and Bed O. G.
Just try It. O. 0.
1,000 or more Jelesates representing
Store. Adv.
Adv.
Store.
Cross
Drug
in
July.
all the leading nations.
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For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non.Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
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JANUARY

the valuation set on the railroads for
1!04 is the same with very few exceptions as that fixed last year. There
is but one small addition to the railroad mileage, that of the Colemaa cutoff into Clovis, a otw.1 of 68 miles.
Although a number of railroad attorneys were in attendance yesterday, all
had left today except fhe representatives of the El Paso and Southwest-em- ,
which was the last road considered. It is probable that the board
will complete its work tonight or to
morrow so that Attorney General F.
W. Clancy may return to El Paso tomorrow night to resume the taking of
testimony in the boundary suit.

J. C. Taylor, Albuquerque;
u
Adolph G. Pierrot, Koswell, and
Collins of Clayton. Se.eral will be admitted to practice tomorrow on certificates it is said.
Two Convicts Recaptured
umcai-l- ;

shown by a defendant in an action
at law.
Tax Collections
Remittances for December tax collections were received today as follows: From Luna county, $19,487.21;
from San Juan county, $1,369.06.
Labor Movement
The National Child Labor associ.v-tiois back of a movement to have
Sunday, January 25, celebrated in the
churches ot each state as child labor
day, and to have appropriate exerc!.es
conducted In each school Monday
forenoon, January 20. Although the
child labor situation is not very acute
in this state, It is probable that offi
cial notice will be taken of the. move
ment.
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Eunta Fe, N. M., Jan. 14. In the
Jean Harvey Foster and Georse
two men who escaped from the
twpreme court lata yesterday the folhonor gang at the San Marcial road
lowing caso was disposed of:
No. 13SC. Mary Bell Whltehlll, apcamp night before last were recapturCattle
ed today, and will bo brought to the
Land
and
pellee, i?s. Victorio
From Luna county.
penitentiary to serve the maximum
Co., appellant
term for which they were sentenced,
This was an action brought by Mary
instead of being admitted to parole
Hell Whitouill against the Victorio
this spring as would have been their
refor
the
Cattle
company,
t&nd and,
normal course. Foster was" caught at
covery of damages for trespass by
Helen, and Julian near Albuquerque,
claimed
lands
by
cattle upon certain
the
penitentiary authorities stated toland
a
desert
entry.
under
appellee,
the
day.
of
residence
The complaint alleged
MEET
NOTICE, STOCKHOLDERS
Many New Doctors
Elect Officers
plaintiff, corporate capacity, domicile
ING
are
would
doctors
be
Thirteen
today
end place of business of the defendant
At the preliminary meeting of the
of the stock
The annual
and further alleged possession of the woman's auxiliary board of managers completing their second day in the holders of the meeting Pura Company
Agua
senSands described by plaintiff. Plaintiff of the San Diego exposition "held Mon- state medical examination, in the
of Las Vegas' will be held In the ofclaims damages In the sum of $3,200, day In the old palace, Mrs. W. J. Fu- - ate chamber at the capffol. Those takfice of the company at Las Vegas, N.
n
are Alden D.
for which she prayed Judgment
gate of Las Vegas was selected as ing the examination
M., January 26, 1914, at 3 o'clock p.
Carla
Luis
de
of Tucumcarl;
The defendant, appellant here, ans- chairman, Mrs. R. F. Asplund, secrethe election of directors and
assist- - denas, El Paso, Texas; John II. San- m. for
wering denied knowledge or Informa- tary, and Miss Aurora Lucero,
transaction of such other
the
for
commit-- ford of Santa Rosa; James B. Tannus,
tion, sufficient to form a belief as to atn secretary. The executive
as
business
may come before the
Axel AWg.of San Luis,
the ownership and right of the posse- tee will consist of Mrs. Fugate of Las of Santa Fe;
CHAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
of Mogollon; W.
sion In plaintiff of the lands describ- Vegas, Mrs. A. B. McMillan of Albu- Colo.; Eugene Hall,
Secretary,
1, 1914. ;
January
Ernest
111.;
C. Matthews, of Fairfield,
ed, and denial of the trespass alleged querque, Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Misses
O.
Emanuel
of
Santa
Fe;
Lucero
Franklin,
and further answering set up that the Flora Conrad and Aurora
Stuckey, Watrous; David Twichell.of
Santa Fe.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Sands were unfenced.
Silver City; Paul Ely McChesney, of of Tina G. Elston, deceased.
Examination
Take
reFifteen
a
to
Jury
The cause being tried
state bar examina- Albuquerque; Clarence Golden Stigall, State of New Mexico, County of San
sulted in a verdict, assessing appel-- The
to the supreme of San Pedro, and Augustus C. Clark,
commenced
today
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clerk,
lees damages at fl.Mi.zo. juagmeni. tion
15 young
of Canon City, Colo. Dr. W. R. Love
are
There
room.
court
County of San Miguel, N. M.,
defendants
ap
was entered and the
examination for ad lace, of Al'buquerque, is in attendance To all whom it may concern, greeting
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taking
pealed.
addi
You are hereby notified that the
to the New Mexico bar, and at the meetings of the board in
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yester
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for
19th
permission
had
who
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day of February A. D. 1914, has
four
remanded.
d; .cause
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not
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instead
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examination,
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for the County and State
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in
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Court,
Those
taking
of
jurisdic- present.
An, attempted exercise
to
Railroad
RoBwell:
Pay
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the
day to prove the last
C.
aforesaid,
Gilbert,
tion by the land department in the ac- tion are Joseph
was will nnd testament of said Tina G.
of
board
h.
equalization
The
stale
J.
Farmington;
M.
lands
Danburg,
Walter
ceptance of no entry, including
C. Miller, Al- in session today, and by noon had Elston, deceased.
reserved from entry ;by the govern- Vaught, Deming; Harry
In testimony whereof, I have here
Frank finished up the fixing of the values of
y
Lee
Capitan;
York,
buquerque;
ment, where the reservation from
afterThis
state.
unto
the
set my hand and afflxod the eeal
of
John J. Kinney, the railroads
appears as a matter of record in O. Blue, Clayton;
com of the Probate Court this 18th day of
nii
and
telephone
Gallup;
the land office, Is void, as to the lands Santa Fe; B. D. Richards, Rees P.
panies and live stock were considered, December, A. D., 1913.
A. Kiker, Cimarron;
Teserved, for the reason fhat It la an Harry
LORENZO DELGADO,
Rong-han- .
P.
Although the valuations have not been
James
assumption of power in excess of Its Fullerton, Santa Fe; R. "Wood, Tuc- - officiallv recorded yet, it is said that
Clerk of the Probate Court.
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TISEMENTS
Five cent
per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less epace than two
All advertisements
net
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Na
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night at
munication first and 0. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
thbrd Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pre

.A

brothers cordially In- - dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O. ft.
ited. uuy M. Cary, W. M., IL S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordialKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg- lar conclave
4 Voea- - ly invited to attend.- C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary;
day In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:t p. m. Q. H.
KlnkeL B. C. ; Chaa. Tamraa, Re- carder.
'

-

x

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGA3 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH, MASONS Regular con

1

imp

"

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
4
Blood. Secretary.
No. 8

;

East Bound
Arrive

...

No. 10

semi-annu-

OPTIC

NUM1EH, MAIN

For tlznt
FURNISHED

ROOMS,

716

Avenue.

ft,

I. U. U. F. LAB VEGAft I
1. Meets every Monday

Onrier wn
evening at
All vltftin No.

B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Cottage in desirable
fourth Tuesday evening of each
neignoornood, newly painted, pa month Elks' home on Ninth street and
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
Phone Purple 6301.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Secretary.
furnished
employed,
comfortable,
room; no health seekers. Phone
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
Purple 6301.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
LARGE airy room, comfortably fur
first and third Mondays of each
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
month
street Phone Main 313.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiersman, President; A, D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
SsmIo
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
FOR. SALE A No. 10 Remington East Las
Vegas, N. M.
typewriter, almost new, at a bar
The Rosenthal, opposite Y,
gain.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and

-

Jul

7:20
11:54
2:25
1:35

p.
p.
a.
p.

West
Arrive

tneir hall on Sixth street
brethren cordially invited to atteirt No.
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Qua Lehman, V, G.; No.
M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Warts No.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj
Grand Trustee.

FOR RENT

en-ftr-

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

TOR

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAY8 HANDLED

U1L3T

RATES

LOBBY

1....
3....
7

9..,.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Depart

7:45 p. m.
m
m
11:59 p. m.
2:30 a. m.
m.
2:00 p. m
m
Bound

Depart
m
m

1:35
6:40
m"..... 4:30
7:00
m

p.
a.
p.
p.

m.
m.
m.
m.

p.
a.
p.
p.

r.

For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'

vSiIver Spoon
you use
EMPRESS

-if
j--

FLOUR

-

It s giving you

Far

SUBSCRIBE FORTHE OPTIC AND GET
'ill
'
J?

M. C. A.

N.

H

t
4

1

A GOOD

HIE
0

isliBcellansGiiB

PRACTICALLY

for a few more J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei
boarders at Nelson
gentleman
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive day of the month In the vestry roomi
5581 for terms.
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock i
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Btitching to order. Call afternoons; Greenclay, Secretary.
814 Douglas avenue.

J

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
'

-o

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

x

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p.m. C. H. Stewart

Sonsul;

G.

SILVER

Z. W

Laemmle, Clerk;

Montague,

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
Massage, Hair and Scalp
804. Meets
NO.
second and
CIL
ManiTreatment, Facial Massage,
in
O.
R. C. hall,
eurth
Thursday
cure, Chiropody.
members
Pioneer
building.
Visiting
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m, are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
General

ATTOKNBY8

Las Vegas,

he

15

t

LORENZO

Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
Druggists refund money if PAZO
OINTMENT
fails to cure Itching,
Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Plies.
First application gives relief. 25c.

1

200 lbt.( to 1,008 lbs.
50 lbs, to 200 lbs.,
Lees than 50 lbs,

9

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS
per 181
per 10
..30e per 109
..40c per U
60o per 16t

Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each Delivery .

lbs.
lbs.
Iks.

Iht,
la

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors pf Natval Ice, tas FurltJ IS2
Qualities ol Whleh Have Made Las Vesaa Famoaa,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

latins

m

i

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

DELGADO.

Clerk of the Probate Court.

BIE. MAIN 2

can

--25- c

New Merle--

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Pompilio BuccI, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of Saa
Miguel, Office of the Probate Cleru
County of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom it may concern, greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
24th day of February A. D. 1914, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid,' as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Pompilio Bucci, decettsed.
' In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 24th day of
December, A. D. 1913.

EMPRESS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very ....... ..20o
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ...........

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hankai
Attorn

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

LA1

I

EetferEMPRESS
FLOUR rtalk is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Local Deputy.
Visltlni
members are especially welcooe an
Professional Health Culture for Ladles cordially Invited.

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

J

you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

fourth Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

ACCOMMODATIONS

i

a present for doing something

Do you begin to cousht at night,
Just when you hope to sleep? Do you
have a ticfcline throat that keens you

awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
It will check the
Tar Compound.
I cough
and stop the tickling sensation
at once. Does not upset the stomach,
is best for children and grown per- '
(sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
iDrug Store. Adv.

&em eaioas
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stmmesla.
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SYNOPSIS.

I

CHAPTER
I Francois Beaiipre, a
(peasant babe of three years, after an
amusing Incident in which Marshal Ney
is made a Chevalier of France
figures,
the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
ibr
Mt the lad's parents In the village of
France, where the emperor had brlf-llstopped to hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy mlht
on day be a marshal of France under
another Bonaparte.
CHAPTER II At the age of en Fran-ol- s
meets a stranger who is astonished
hen the boy tells him he may one day
a "marshal of France under another
Vic-ue- s.
y

uNapoleon."

CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
pis nenre by climbing a lofty church
the

This deed is witnessed by
Mtranger who marvels at the boy's game-,iieand asks him to visit htm at
(tie Chateau.
teeple.

ss

I

CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
d
Allxe, his
daughter, lives
at the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
under Napoleon he (ires "the boy's imagination with stories of his campaigns
"With the emperor,
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses
Ills possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER
VI The general offers
Trancois a home at the Chateau. The
'fcoy refuses to leave his parents, but in
!the end becomes copyist for the general
and learns of the friendship between the
ireneral ,and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Napol-oseven-year-ol-

n.

"

CHAPTER VTI-Mar- quls
Zappl
on, Pletro, arrive at the Chateau.

and
The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows marked attention to Marquis Zappi because
he once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
the boy to be a friend of his son.
,sks
JTrancols solemnly promises,
CHAPTER
goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies
leaving Pletro as a ward to the general.
'iA1lx, Pletro and Francois meet a
trance boy who proves to be Prince
Xouls Napoleon. Francois eaves his life.
cois

CHAPTER X-general discovers
Francois loves Allxe, and extracts promise from him that he will not Interfere
fcetween the girl and Pletro.
" CHAPTER
Is a prisoner of the Austrlftns for five years, in
the castle owned by Pletro in Italy. He
discovers in his guard one of Pletro's old
family servants and through him sends
word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV-T- he
general. Alixe and
Pletro hear from Francois and plan his
The

XIV-Fmn- cols

Tescue.

CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
governor of the castle
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
"cellar of the Zappls.
CHAPTER XVII Francois receives a
"note from Pietro explaining In detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
f the Austrian

CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Ilnly
s Focretary to Pletro, He has an interview with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
ois
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappi's place, who Is ill, in the
escape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
XIII-Franc-

CHAPTER XVHI Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
Lucy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
!Harry Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
goes to America to manage Pletro's estate In Virginia,
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respect
and admiration of the aristocratic south,
erners. He becomes a favorite In the
borne of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI Lucy Hampton falH
In love with Francois and pleads with
him for the story of Napoleon.

(Continued From Yesterday.)
CHAPTER

I

XXII.

I

The Story Again,
The girl, her face lifted to him,
.looked bewildered. "I don't under- (stand."

The visionary eyes stared at her

rMII r

un-

m

Francois,
strong tide to those old beloved days,
did not notice.
"It may seem a simple affair to you,
Mademoiselle I can jiot tell that. It
has affected my life.. The way of it
was this: Napoleon marched to Germany in the year 1813, and passed
with his staff through our village. The
house of my father was the largest
in the village, and It was chosen to
be, for an hour, the Emperor's headquarters, and the Emperor held a
council of war, he and his generals,
there. I, a child of three, was sleeping In a room which opened from
the great room, and I wakened with
the sound of voices, and ran in, unnoticed, for (they were all bent over
the table, looking at the ' maps and
lists of the mayor and I pulled a,t the
sword of Marshal Ney. And the marshal, turning quickly, knocked me
over. I cried out, and my grandmother ran to me, and I have often
heard her tell how she peeped from
the door under the shoulder of the big
sentry who would not let her pass,
and how she eaw a young general
pick me up and set me on my feet,
and how all the great officers laughed
when he said that the sword was In
contest between Marshal Ney and me.
And how, then, the young general suggested that, to settle the point amicably, the marshal should draw his
sword and give me the accolade the
blow of knighting. And so, Mademoiselle, to shorten the tale, it was not
the marshal, but the Emperor himself
who chose to do it. He made me
kneel before him, I a baby and he
struck my shoulder the blow of the
accolade, and said the words which
I have told you."
Francois sprang to his feet and
stood as he repeated once more the
Emperor's words. His voice shook.
" 'Rise Chevalier Francois
Beaupre,
one day a Marshal of France under
"
another Bonaparte,' he cried, thrilled
through with the words which he repeated.
The girl leaning forward, watched
him; with a gasp she spoke. "Then
that is why you are really Chevalier
Beaupre? Did the Emperor have the
right to to knight you?"
"But yes, Mademoiselle," Francois
answered with decision. "I have studied the question, and I believe that the
accolade the knighting was always
a right of the monarchs of France,
disused, perhaps at times, but yet held
in abeyance, a right."
..The glance of. the brilliant eyes met
hers with a frank calmness which
showed that he claimed nothing which
he did not feel; that this haphazard
nobility had lived in his soul and
grown with his growth, and come to
be part of him. With a gentle humility, very winning as it sprang from
his gentle pride, he went on.
"I know, Mademoiselle, that I am a
peasant and that I must be content
with a small place in life at the present. I know this. And even that
position which I have is more than
For you must know,
my brothers.
Mademoiselle, that the others grew up
to be farmers or tradesmen." He hesitated, and then in a few words told
her of General Gourgaud, the seigneur
of Vieques, and how he had given the
peasant boy all the opportunities
which his own son could have had.
And as he talked he remembered how,
after his father's ruin, he had stood
inside the bare, little, new cottage and
watched through the window his
mother standing at the gate and talking to the seigneur, who held Lisette's
bridle. It seemed to him he could
see the dark braided hair of La Claire,
coiled around her head, and the deep
point of her white
as she stood with her back to him,
and the big bow of the apron tied
about her waist. The picture came
vividly. And it opened his heart so
that he talked on, and told this stranger in a strange land many things that
had lain close and "silent in his heart.
He told her about the general's gruff
ness, which could poj hide his goodness; and how he had coiue to be tb.6
child of the castle as well as of the
cottage; something of Pletro also he
told her; but he did not mention Allxe.
"You spoke of three children, Monsieur; who was the third?" asked

TTe shook Tils "head. "I had not that
U. S. MOST WONDERFUL LAND
happiness, Mademoiselle."
"The heir of the Bonapartes now is
that Prince Louis Napoleon,
is it Resident of Bombay Says He Regards
not?" she questioned.
America Most Remarkable Na"Yes, Mademoiselle."
tion on Earth.
"And he made an attempt on the
a
few
months ago,
city of Strasburg,
Washington. "India, to Americans
and was tried for it and all that fathe
most wonderful country In the
ther talked about it so much I could
so interesting as
not help knowing a little about it, but world, is not nearly
the United States," remarked J. B.
I don't remember distinctly."
a practitioner of the
"But certainly. Mademoiselle.
It Rose of Bombay,
new science of chiropracty, who with
was the prince."
wife is making a tour
"Then, haven't they just done some- his American
to
him? Isn't there something
thing
people are interested in just now
about that Prince Louis?"
,
The grave bright smile flashed out
at her. "In truth, Mademoiselle,
there is. The prince was Bhipped by
his jailers on the frigate Andromede
more than four months ago, for what
port is unknown. One has not hearc
of him lately, and there are fears that
he may have suffered shipwreck. Bui
I do not fear. It is the hope of France,
it is France's deutiny which the An
dromede carries. It will carry thai
great cargo safely. The young princt
will yet come to his own, and I and
Mademoiselle
who
you,
perhaps
knows? will cry for him 'Vive
l'Em-pereur'!-

The tone full of feeling thrilled
through the girl. She flushed and
stammered as she went on, but Francois, carried away by his enthusiasm,
did not think of it. "If you will let
me ask just one question more, Monsieur, I will promise not to ask any
after."
The flicker of amusement lighted
his face. "Ask me a thousand, Mad.

'

emoiselle."
"No, only one. Did that seigneur
that General Gourgaud did he ha7e

any any daughter?"
The Frenchman rose in a businesslike way, the way of a teacher of language at the end of a lesson.
"One," he answered briefly in a
f-fact
tone. And then, "Mademoiselle has talked enchantingly well
this evening, but I have perhaps talked too much. I may have tired Mademoiselle.
I have the honor to wish
you a good evening."
His heels together, he stood in the
doorway and made his bow.
"Au
plaisir do vous rdvoir," he said, and
matter-o-

-

was gone.

(To be Continued

.

Tomorrow)

MADE

AUXILIARY BISHOP
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 14. Rev. Edward Kozlowski,
formerly of Bay
City, Mich., was consecrated auxiliary
bishop of Milwaukee in St. Stanis- law's church todays before a large con
gregation and a number of visiting
prelates and priests. The new bishop
was escorted 'to the church by a large
parade of uniformed Polish societies

and church organizations. Archbishop Messmer officiated at the consecration ceremony.
INDIANA MONUMENT DEALERS

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 14. The Indiana Retail Monument Dealers' association began its annual convention
in this city today with many members in attendance. During the day
of sofflicers were presented
rejMM'tis
and a number of questions of Interest to the membership discussed. The
gathering will end tomorrow evening with a banquet for the dealers,
manufacturers and others connected
with the trade.
.
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SORB, SWOLLEN FEET
So

tired of burning sweaty, calloused
feet and corns? Use
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is just my good luck.
Lucy Hampton had been

reading
aloud to her sick black mammy that
day, and some of the words of the
book she had read came to her, and
God
Stretched Out His Arm as If to Hold seemed to fit "The kingdom of to
is within you," she quoted softly,
a Sword.
Francois. Then she considered a mocertainly. "I have never told this ment.
"Monsieur, would it be Impertinent
thing," he said in a low tone.
"Ah but it's only me," begged the for me to aBk you a question a pergirl.
sonal question?"
"I think not, Mademoiselle," he
"Only you, Mademoiselle!" His voice
went on as if reflecting aloud. "It is smiled at her.
the guiding Btar of my life that
She went on, hesitating a little.
"Father was talking of how Prince
story; yet I may tell it" he paused
"to 'only you.' "
Louis Bonaparte served, a fev years
Agaia the girl quivered, feeling the ago, with the Italian revolutionists.
Intensity, mistaking its meaning. "I I wondered if if by chance you had
should be glad if you would tell it" fought under hia."

Full Dress Costume of the Children
of Mr. Rose's Home Land.

of this country,) and

Is

at the Ral

eigh.
"Many Americans have told me thai
they enjoyed India more than any
other country," he continued. "I cannot understand it, for I look upon this

country as the most remarkable nation on earth. If I were to select a
place to live, I should pick Washington as the most delightful city. It is
far more beautiful, cleaner, and more
interesting than any city I have visited in this country; and as for Europe, there is no city that can compare with it. Bombay and Calcutta,
the two principal cities of India, are
exceedingly interesting and curious, I
have no doubt. I was born in Bombay. My father was a Hindu and my
mother an American of Scotch-Irisparentage. When I was a boy I went
among the sick and I found that I
was deeply interested. I studied the
science of chiropracty and have prac
ticed it for several years. There are
very few chiropractists in the United
States. In India the science is growIt is an
ing rapidly in popularity.
advanced form of osteopathy, and It
Is claimed that many diseases can be
permanently cured by it. It is a simple method of adjusting the spine,
which as we know, is the seat of the
nervous system.
"Calcutta is the most modern city
In India," added Doctor Rose. "It has
skyscrapers, improved streets, sewerage, public utilities, including tram-cars- ,
electric lights, and telephones,
and while the climate is exceedingly
Uot, it is invariably tempered by daily
rainfalls. Our hotels, are not so
modern, perhaps, as the best hotels
of your principal cities, but life ie
pleasant in the cities of India.
re
"Mohammedanism,
perhaps,
celved a severe blow when the wai
against Turkey in Europe drove the
religion out of Europe," concluded
Doctor Rose. "I am a Mohammedan,
and nothing could ever persuade me
to change my religion, but I am forced
to the belief that the victory over the
Turks will in all probability lead tc
many of them changing their faith
Mohammedanism, however, will flourish as long as the world lasts."
h

SPOILS OF ATHENS

FROM SEA

Ancient Treasures of Fabulous Valut
Found on Ship Off Tunis Cargo

Juat ache

of Sculpture.

'TIZ'"

in
'"A

Lucy.

Francois went on as if he had not,
heard the question. "It was a happy-lifeMademoiselle," he said. "And it
has been so ever since even, for the
most part, in prison. I have wondered
at times If the world is all filled with
such kind people as I have met, or if

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

When your poor, suffering feet stin
from walkjng, when you try to wriggle
your corns away from the leather of
your shoes, when shoes pinch, and
feel tight,, when feet are swollen, sore,
chafed don t experiment just use
"TIZ." Get instant relief. "TIZ' puts
peace in tired, aching, painful feet,
Ah! how comfortable your shoes
feul. Walk five miles, feet won't hurt
you, won't swell after using ''TIZ."
Sore, tender, sweaty, smelly feet,
need "TIZ" because it's the only rem
edy that draws out all the poisonous

exudations which puff up the feet and
cause foot torture. , "TIZ" is tlie only
remedy that takes pain and soreness
right out of corns, callouses and bun-

London. Sunken art treasures oi
fabulous value have just been recovered from the wreck of a ship on
Madhia on the Tunisian coast
Tunisian ships sent to investigate
the report of Greek sponge fishers
found a sunken vessel of about 400
tons, 100 feet long and 25 broad. She
was laden with an extraordinary cargo,
consisting of blocks of marble, bases
and capitals for columns, efngies:
statues, furniture, tiles, leaden pip
ing, lamps, amphorae, etc.
Among the fragments were found
figures of a demigod and a maiden
and faun, which correspond almost
exactly with the Borghese vase dug up
A
in Rome and now In the Louvre.
Hermes of Dionysos bears the signa
ture "Boethos," the Bculptor of the
celebrated "Child With a Goose" of the
second century B. C.
In the bottom of the hold the treas
ure seekers found about 60 columns ol
bluish-whit- e
marble 13 feet high. All
the inscriptions deciphered relate tc
Attica and personages of the middle
fourth century B. C.
Some writing on lead ingots also Is
in the Latin of that epoch and experts
have concluded that the vessel was
loaded In Attica for Rome and probably the cargo was the spoil1 after tilt
taking of Athens by Sulla in 86 B. C

Deprive Town of Water.
Denver. In an effort to kill off the
ions.
Get a 25 cent box of "TIZ" at any new town of Hamoun, where the
of liquor is permitted, prohibitionists
druggist or department store. Get a of Colorado
Springs cut oil Ramoaa'i
whole year's foot comfort for only 25 water supply, it is alleged. An iavea
cents. Think of it Adv.
tigation is under way.
'
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automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.

1

lUli

i;

ma

5

Mrs. Erie Choate, teacher of vocal
music. Is now established In Miss
Shumate's studio on the Plaza. Adv.

PER. POUND

a TONIGHT
AT THE

The highest score made on the Y.
C. A. boxball alleys, was rolled COLES
DECLARES HE
last night by Edward Hanson, who
made an average of 223 for six con
WILL HAKE ARRESTS
secutlve games.' Hanson also holds
the second place in the highest In
dividual score for one game. Tonight CARS WITHOUT LICENSES
AFTER
at the Y. M. C. A., the Painters and
FRIDAY WILL BE DETAINED
Basket-Tossewill bowl.
BY THE POLICE

34, and Luisa
Jaramlllo;
both of San Pablo.

QAVAJO BLANKET

aged

20,

The Ladles' Aid society
pi the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
wlil meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock with Mrs. E. P. Mackel, 307
Eleventh street. All members are
urged to be present
,.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

TONfGHT

Better Car

f

number of automobile owners
have inquired at the city hall con
cerning the license tags ror this
Chief of Police Ben Coles wishes all
autoists to take notice that" the tags
are not' to be obtained at the city
hall, but from Antonio Lucero, ' sec
retary of state, at Santa Fe.
Two more days remain for the au
toists to obtain their tags before be
ing prosecuted. Chfef ot rolice Coles
says he will arrest all drivers who
do hot tlisMlay tags after Friday, and
will take Special note to watch every
car, even going so far as to inspect
the garages.

"The Adventures of Kathlyn." This

night and adjourned until tonight.
when several matters of Importance
are scheduled to come up for consideration. Chief among these is the of
ficial approval of the club of the pav
ing program Yihicb.tifr pjroppsed for
Las Vegas during the spring, and sum
mer. The absence of one of the directors who has important business
to bring up was the reason for the ad
journment.

MEETING

Fully Equipped

j

I

j

1

Cars on Display at Our Garage
Let Us Show You

vr

EDUCATORS

j

Model T Touring $615

AJ

is the opening installment of a serial
There will be a regular communi story by Harold McGraUhj entitled
cation of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. "The Adventures of Kathlyn" in three
& A. M., tomorrow
evening at 7:30. reels. One chapter will be shown evMembers" and visitors un; requested ery two weeks for one year. Be sure
to be present.
you do not miss the first one. Photo- lay tonight and Thursday. Adv.
A marriage license was issued yes
The; board of directors of the Com
terday afternoon at the court house
'
to Juan de Dlos Santlllanes, aged mercial club held a short meeting last

earns' Store
As- Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings-uniq- ue
patterns-a- ll
prices.

PHOTOPLAY

j

It Because It's a

M.

rs

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct fr&m the
distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

,r

Ir

"THE HENPECKED HODCAR R I ER," Comedy.. (Thanhouser),
"HENDRICK'S DIVORCE," Comedy. . (Majestic).
"AT MIDNIGHT,
DRAMA.. (Amerlan).

Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Household furniture for sale. Phone
Main 333 or call at 321 Seventh
street. Adv.

14, 1914.

BRIDGE STREET

5:38

Fresh fish and oysters just in at
The Bismarlc Open all night. Adv.

JANUARY

MUTUAL MOVIES

Regular dance at F. B. hall Thurs- day night. Adv.
Light

WEDNESDAY.

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.

Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier,
i;
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
.

E. D. Raynolds. Vice
,

President

HOLD

AT NORMAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The Woodmen of the World and
Woodman Circle will hold a joint
THEY WILL PLAN LAS VEGAS'
Installation of officers at their hall
Frank Brookes and Henry Jacobsori
"'OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
DISPLAY AT SAN DIEGO
on Sixth street tonight, for members the young men accused of robbing the
EXPOSITION
only,. All members are cordially id bouse of F. H. Foster of Roy on Mon
vited to be present.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
day night, were brought to Las VeThere will be a meeting of all edugas last night by Bias Sanchez of cators of Las Vegas Thursday at 4:30
The Y. M. C A. basketball team Wagon. Mound, a deputy sheriff for 7 o'clock at the New
Mexico Normal
In every department of Banking we
will hold a practice tomorrow night. Mora county. It is understood the
University for the purpose of arrang
All members of the team are request young men wish to be
for
the Las Vegas educational
arraigned be ing
prepared to give the best of service
ed to be present at this practice, as fore Judge David J.
Leahy of the exhibit for the San Diego exocsition
number of big games are being ar district court, plead
guilty and "be The educators will meet with Colonel
ranged with the strongest teams in' sentenced. The young men will be R. E. Twitchell, chairman of the ex
the southwest
sent to Mora. Judge Leahy will go position board of New Mexico, and
soon to that place to hear their plea. also with Mrs. W. J.' Fugate, who has
suu been chosen chairman of
Reports have been spread about the
the women's
city concerning a number of people
committee of that board. All educa
HOSPITAL IS GRATEFUL
whohave left here recently, leaving The following additional contribu tors, Including the city and countv
behind them aJ number of bills. The tions to the Las
Vegas hospital have superintendents, the teachers and all
I
matter is causing considerable gos been received
'by Charles Ufeld: A. ethers interested are requested to be
& sur drti Lm
L& i
One
of
the
sip.
persons mentioned T. Rogers, Jr., $5; Friend of Mrs. present
was prominent in society circles, it Vollmer, $5; Castaneda
hotel, $20:
MOST
YOUR MONEY
is said.
James G. MclNJary, El Paso, Tex., $25;
THE
PLAY
W. B. Bunker, Oakland, Cal., $10;
COSIES WITH
The following civil 8?rv'ice examina John B. Hicks, Cuervo, N. M.. $25;
tions will be held in this city on the E. W. Hart $5; W. G. Haydon, $10;
RECORDATIONS
dates mentioned: FebFuary 4 Veter
E. Rosenwald lodge, $25. The hos
inarian (male) salary $1,200 to $1,400. pital also received as New Year
February 18 Immigrant
inspector gifts: Plates from' Cecil Boucher, "A GIRL OF THE UNDERWORLD"
(male) salary $1,380 er annum. For dishes from Mrs. A. D. Higgins, and
PLEASED THE BIG CIRCUIT
all other information concerning these kitchen utensils from S. K. Sydes,
CRITICS
examinations see Oscar Linberg
at and embroidered dresser scarf from
the postoffice.
Mrs. L. Shank. For all of these the
"A Girl of the Underworld" will be
hospital board wishes to express its the attraction at the Duncan
opera
Charles Tamme, city clerk, said this sincere thanks.
" nouse
this evening. The play comes
afternoon that the city council meetwell recommended. Here is one nf
ing to have been held tonight has
the bouquets handed- the production
BUCKEYE STATE FARMERS
been postponed until Wednesday night
a theatrical critic in New York:
Columbus, O., Jan, 14. Almost ev- by
of" next week. At that time it is
"The fascinating feature of "A Girl
Ohio
was
of
well
repre
that all the members will be erey county
of the Underworld" is tiie strong dia
present A number of them satd to- sented at the opening here today of logue and
stirring situations throughday that they could not attend the the annual farmers' conference under out this very
interesting play that
the
of
state
the
auspices
agricultural has
meeting scheduled for tonight because
scored one of the big hits of' the
commission.
The two- days' program
of other engagements.
year.y This is not a white slave ninv
provides for addresses by Governor
"The plot deals with the life of a
Secretary Leo Tipton of the Com Cox and United States Senators Ken-yo- n young and
pretty ,girl who left her
and Pomerene, who will tell the
mercial club has received a commun
country home to seek a living In the
to
a
secure
of
farmers
their
efforts
ication from the Fort Reno remount
city of New York. Many complica
depot of the United States army at big congressional appropriation for tions are woven about
her, and the
the
national campaign against hog
Fort Reno, Okla., Inquiring as to the
aduitor is led (from one thrilling
cholera.
r. Rural education, the control
of
possibility
purchasing horses here
the storf to another. The
of tuberculosis In cattle, that work of point of
for the war department
Any one
outcome is not revealed until the fi
scidomestlo
and
0
with any information on this subject agricultural colleges
nal drop of the curtain. All the charshould confer with the secretary at ence schools, and the value and pro- acters
lare
admirably drawn and actfits of county experiment farms are
'
once,
ed. The cast which is an excellent
among the topics scheduled for
one,'' includes Vane Calvert, Eloda
Mm Plutarco Armijo has filed an
Sitzef," Josephine Bowen, Jack Benaction in the district court' against
son, Guy L. Beach, Harrs Sweeny,
COAL INQUIRY RESUMED
her husband, who was arraigned yesHarold Reiliy and others equally as
inter14.
The
Jan.
Philadelphia,
"
terday in the court of Justice Mares
good."
on the West side on the charge of state commerce commission inquiry
rates and pracinto
having failed to contribute to his tices transportation,
''Many of the
the
of
anthracite
great paintings of
wife's support. Mr. Armrjo declares
railroads and coal companies, which the old masters, which have never bethat her husband has appropriated
fore been loaned to any exposition,
to hi own use money and property was Interrupted in .November by
will be seen in the palace of fine arts
Commissioner
sudden
of
death
the,
belonging to her, and has never con- John
H. Marble, was resumed here at the Panama-Pacifi- c
International
tributed to her support, .even refuswith Commissioner C. O.
exposition at San Francisco. These
today
ing to pay her physician's bill when
have, been secured through the efVconducting the proceedings.
she was ill. She asks the court to
- Manager ! '1 U.trrlsau, of the- Red
forts and enthusiasm of John iS. 1).
give-he- r
possession of all the prop- BISHOP
is trying to put his home towi
Sox,
HOWDEN. CONSECRATED Trask, chief of the' department
of
BASEBALL NOTES,
erty belonging to the couple. Mrs.
of Lewiston, Me.,- on the map. The
4
and
A
14
fine
who
Jan.
has
large
to
arts,
Washington,
just returned
'
Armijo does not ask for divorce.
Brockton team of the New England
distinguished congregation gathered the United States after a tour of Euis on the market and Bill is
league
in
Georgein
St.
John's
where
church,
.he enlisted the interest
today
rope,
The Christian Science Monitor, one town to witness' the consecration of of all the art centers in
urging his , fellow townsmen to buy
the exposii
outfit.
of the big and most widely read per- ev. Frederick B. Howden as Episcopal tion's
the
plan for a wonderful display of
Charley Iferzog js a
The Northern league season will
iodicals of the country, has announc- bishop of New Mexico. ' A number of art. In all he secured
of
manager now. He has signed "King" oen
promises
ed that it will publish an article on well known
May 6, somewhat earlier than In
prelates ot the church 350 of the priceless masterpieces.
Lear, the Princeton pitcher for his 1913.
New
Mexico
the
Fargo, Winona, Superior,
University took part In the ceremonies, which
Cincinnati Red Birds.
in its Issue of February 26. The Mon-it- were of a most elaborate character.
Grand Forks, Wlnnleg, Virginia
Joe Cantillon will pitch his train- anil Fort William form the new
in a letter to Dr.) Frank H. II.
""'
IMPLEMENT DEALERS
Bishop Tuttle of Missouri officiated
ing
camp for the Minneapolis Millers
Roberts, president of the school, said and Bishop Rowe of Alaska preached
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 14. This
at. St. Joseph, Mo., this spring, and
it is greatly interested in the educa- the consecration sermon.
is
for
three
entertaining
city
days
tional work being done In New Mexthe annual convention of the Minne not at Hickman, Ky., as in former
ico, especially that of the Normal
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY i
sota Retail Implement Dealers' asso- years.
ARGUMENTS ABE CLOSED
school.
The Monitor's article unMore
a
ciation.
than
14.
celebrated
thousand
the
Arguments
Washington,
Jan.
repreCharley Brickley,
doubtedly will' give the Normal and over the limitation of liability of the sentatives of the trade are In attend- Harvard football captain, 13 expected LOST Silver mesh purse. Finder
Las Vegas some valuable publicity, owners of the Titanic were closed to- ance. The gathering will conclude
to be a candidate for catcher on the ? return to Bacharach Brothers and
which could not be purchased.
': I
receive reward
day in the supreme court.
Thursday evening with a banquet
Crimson baseball nlno :!; spring.
,

'

are

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

interest Paid on
LJ

THE GREATEST CAR

HEAT FOR

on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We invite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the'merits of

0000

the car at any time.

H. B. HUBBARD, Agent,

BAIN

d

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE
sjsV-

ciimiiMuiiiiic

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand. Ask
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL
SB
'

At

lb Hose

of

lie Best

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE OLD RELIABLE

417 Railroad Avenue

'

Time Deposits

WAGON"

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

of EverylliDg Ealb

Mc-Cho-

I

'I

tt

FRESH EVAPORATED FRUITS

!i

Apricots

Peaches

'I

Pears

,

Prunes "'' "'
Loganberries
Currants
Raisins
i
Majestic Eraad Apples

!

,

a

FiJs and Dates

TOE

Oilif

&

OOTID

CO. STORE

d

Du-lut-

'

